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Colleges must ask for hiring exceptions 
by Cyody Liedtke 
news editor 
After Oov. George AUen ovenuled a memo 
from the sec~ of education Thesday night, 
c larificati on bad to be made from the 
secretary's office about possible exemptions to 
the state hiring freeze. 
A memo was sent to college presidents 
Monday afternoon by Beverly Sgro. Virginia 
secretary of education, informing them of 
exemptions to the state hiring freeze that went 
into effect Dec. I. 
Among the exemptions Sgro listed were 
college faculty, graduJite teaching assistants 
and student workers. 
A spokesman from the governor's office 
said Tuesday that AUen had not approved any 
exemptions to tbe freeze. 
According to K.ari Walter, Sgro's press 
liaison, the wording in the memo sent Monday 
was interpreted Incorrectly. 
The exemptions outlined in the memo were 
meant to be guidelines for colleges and 
universities to as.k for exemptions to the hiring 
fn:a.e. 
Colleges and universities still have to make 
requests for the exemptions, which are subject 
to approval by Sgro and a representative from 
the Department of Planning and Budget, she 
said. 
Linwood Rose, JMU executive vice 
president , said Wednesday he thinks the 
university will rare well in asking fo r 
exemptions due to its 
efficiency ratings and 
restructuring efforts. 
" I can't imagine an 
inst itution better 
positioned to ask for 
exemptions than 
JMU." be said. 
Walter said the 
memo was meant as a 
"quick response" to 
concerns of colleges Linwood Rose 
and universities. "We 
realize now is a prime time for colleges and 
universities to hlre faculty," she said. 
Exemption forms. as well as a memo 
describing the policy for exemptions, were to 
be sent to colleges late Wednesday or early 
today, she said. Once colleges file the 
exemption forms, the goal is to give colleges 
an answer within 48 hours. 
There are both individual and group 
exemption forms. 
"We hope the turnaround lime is very quick 
-colleges and uni versities are in a time 
crunch." Walter said. 
Ro\e said he hopes the university will know 
soon about any exemptions, especially for pan-
time faculty. There is very little time to get the 
part·time faculty needed for next semester on 
contract, he said. 
Other areas included in the original memo 
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Reported cases of pot use rise 
Last fall's figures have tripled so far this school year 
by Greg Froom 
senior writer 
Segments of JMU's campus are 
literally going to pot as the total 
number of marijuana-related 
incidents reponed by campus police 
this fall has almost tripled compared 
to last fall's tally. 
Since the fall semester began this 
year on Aug. 30, campus police have 
reported 20 cases of alleged 
manjuana possession and use. By 
conlnlSL, only seven Similar inctdents 
were reponed during last year's fall 
semester. 
The increase in marijuana-related 
arrests and incidents at JM U is 
renective of a surge in marijuana use 
by students. JMU substance abuse 
counselor Randy Haveson said. 
sloppy," HaveM>n said. 
JM U Public Safety Director Alan 
MacNutt said marijuana-related 
arrests have increased simply 
because there is more reponed 
visible activity. 
"We're not out there 
soliciting arrests. The 
activity is simply 
becoming more 
apparent." he said. 
"We haven't 
mounted a big task 
force campaign to 
crack down on 
marijuana." 
The campus police 
officers always have 
been and continue to be 
diligent in dealing with 
marijuana incidents on campus. 
acoordlng to MacNutt. 
year." she said. " I certainly can see it 
more." Several marijuana-related 
incidents have occurred 10 McGraw-
Long so far this semester. as reponed 
in police records. 
Provenzano said some 
or the increase she has 
noticed may be due ro 
the different 
configurations of 
the two halls in 
which she has 
worked. While 
Hall has suues 
whereas McGraw-
Long has individual 
rooms on hallways. 
" I'm sure that last 
year there were many 
MIKE IIEFFNER!photo rditor 
''There's an epidemic going on 
here on campus," Haveson said. 
''There's an increase ln that feeling of 
'everyone's doing it, I'll be able to 
get away with it..., 
Liz Provenzano, hall director of 
McG raw-Long Hall, said she has 
seen an increase this year in the 
number of marijuana incidents in 
residence halls as compared to last 
year when she was hall director of 
White Hall. 
people doing it, but for one 
reason or another it wasn't as 
visible," she said. The increase in 
marijuana is attributable to both 
increased use of the drug and 
carelessness by its users, according to 
Provenzano. Grasping a gift 
Many of the arrests may be 
attributed to a lack of caution by 
students who usc marijuana. he said. 
MacNuu said in order to enforce 
the laws, campus police depend on 
resident advisers and dorm residents 
Sarli Greenmun hold8 onto her Chrtatma preeent aa Clara 
In the 'Nutcnlcker' bllllet which wHI be performed thla 
weekend In Staunton. For more on the story, He page 25. "It's at a point now where people 
arc starting to get careless and get 
"1 would be able to confidently 
say that it is more widespread this POT page 2 
Pressures from exams may lead to depression 
by Zeni Colondo 
staff writer 
As exam week approaches. many JMU 
students feel pressure from the end of the 
semester crunch. Depression can often be the 
result of this pressure. 
Many students, such as j unior Tracey 
Johnson, have been experiencing feelings of 
depression due to the pressure and stress of 
finishing up assignments for c lasses and 
studying for exams. 
"You get depressed when you stan thinking 
about how much you have to do," Johnson 
said. " I guess it' t psycboiOJlcal, but I just don't 
feel Uke doing anything." 
Junior Tiffany Miller also said she feels 
depressed at the end of the semester. 
"1 always get depressed this time of year. I 
just get this overwhelmed feeling. There's just 
so much to go through before you ean think 
about going home for the holidays," she said. 
According to Dr. William Walker. professor 
of psychology, there is a whole range of 
depression. 
Depression is a reaction to certain events or 
situations in people's lives. Walker said. 
However, depression can't really be defined, he 
said. 
Juntor Cns Benner had experience working 
wilh a friend who was a manic depressive. 
Manic depressives experience periods of 
depression as well as manic episodes. 
"A friend of mine was manic depressive. He 
had family problems, and the.re was no one to 
guide him. In fact, he was kicked out of the 
house," he said. "He does pretty well in school. 
I don ' t think it had much to do with 
academics." 
His friend showed mood swings, spoke of 
suicide and spoke of how close be had oome to 
killing himself, according to Benner. 
Benner and some friends realized his 
condition and got in touch with the counseling 
services on C8f!1PUS. 
Walker said some of the symptoms of 
depression include difficulty s leeping, 
difficulty eating or difficulty doing anything. 
"Generally, one can tell how serious their 
condition is by looking at how much it is 
getting in the way of their life.'' he said. 
"We all have times when we are prone to 
depression," Walker said. It's a stressful thing 
betng in college. The combination or bemg 
away from home and the academic grind are 
factors that are hard on a student, he said. 
Freshman Charonda Westley said she is 
feeling the pressure of the end of the semester 
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contfnued from page 1 
as examples where the exemptions could come 
from include those in sponsored programs. 
graduate assistants, campus police and 
auxiliary enterprises for direct services to 
students. 
Sponsored program positions are those 
funded by private money such as federal grants 
or the University Foundation and are not 
funded by university or state money, according 
to Fred Hilton, JMU director of Media 
Relations. 
Positions in auxiliary enterprises are funded 
by student fees. The positions are in areas of 
student services. such as workers at D-haU and 
residence life employees, he said. 
Sgro said in the memo sent Monday, 
"Clearly on our campuses we must be ever 
mindful of our primary mission to educate our 
students. Thererore, we must provide 
exemption for those positions that directly 
impact that goal." 
Rose said JMU would ask for exemptions 
in the areas outUned in the memo, as well as 
other "front-end service jobs" such as 
custodians, whose function is to provide a good 
environment for students. 
He said he is also concerned about filhng 
nonmanagement posilions, incluwng cashiers. 
if vacancies were to occur. 
He said such vacancies were "critical to 
have filled." 
The main unanswered question. according 
to Rose. is what will happen to the funding for 
any vacant positions. JMU has 30 vacant 
positions that could not be filled due to the 
hiring freeze, he said. 
JMU won't know until Allen releases his 
budget later this month whether or not the state 
plans to recapture the funding from such vacant 
positions. If the funding Is recaptured, there are 
questions as to how long the state would keep 
the money. 
Handing out cheer 
However, Sgro also stated in the memo that 
she hoped colleges and universities would use 
the hiring freeze to help implement their 
restructuring plans. 
Possible exemptions are not limited to those 
in the memo. Colleges can ask for exemptions 
in other areas, Walter said. 
The impact of the hiring freeze on student 
life and education 1s also not k.nown. When all 
the exemptions are seUied, the university will 
have a better sense or what the impact might 
be. 
"There's too much in the air to know the 
impact," he said. 
Sant8 h8ndla out candy to atudents In the w.,.., tt.llllirport lounge 
Tundlry. He wae ..,..cclng the aeeeon'a joy from 11 Lm.-1 p.m. 
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to repon suspected marijuana use. 
"One thing we are seeing now is 
more people who are less tolerant of 
the Increased marijuana use in their 
dorms," he said. "Having a 
roommate or a suitemate who 
smokes it every day is a real 
imposition -it's unfair, and people 
are reponing il." 
According to Hoveson, 
marijuana's popularity is undergoing 
a renaissance both here at IMU and 
across the nation. 
"I haven ' t seen pot use like this 
since the mid-'80s," he said. " It's 
way out of control, way out of hand." 
The situation is noc limited to this 
campus, Haveson said. He said his 
colleagues at other uni versities in 
Virginia and across the country are 
reponing similar increases in use of 
marijuana. 
"They're all saying the same 
thing: 'Pot is back,"' he said. 
Several factors are responsible for 
the increase in marijuana 's 
prominence. Haveson said. The most 
important factor is the reemergence 
of marij uana glamorization in 
society, he said. 
Glamorization of marijuana by 
popular music groups has sent a 
message to society that using the 
drug Is socially acceptable, Haveson 
said. 
The media's coverage of the 
organization National Organization 
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, 
NORML, which is worki ng for 
legalization of marijuana, has also 
added to the accepUUlce of pot use. 
he said. 
..!. 
"These efforts bave created an 
idea that using marijuana is 
commonplace," he said. 
Also. programs like former first 
lady Nancy Reagan's "Just Say No" 
campaign have lost their novelty. 
After individuals have heard the 
message many times. it loses its 
effect, Haveson said. 
Easy availability of the drug has 
hastened its comeback at JMU, he 
si mple for a student at JMU to 
develop a marijuana habit, Haveson 
said. While some students first 
experiment with marijuana when 
they start college, others bring pot 
habits with them from home, he said. 
"People may have dabbled in high 
school , but once they get here and 
they find a social group which 
condones that behavior. then it just 
increases to a point where they 
"I haven't seen pot use like this since 
the mid-' 80s. It's way out of control, 
way out of hand. " 
said. Although Harrisonburg is not 
located in an urban area, marijuana 
and olber drugs are readHy available 
as they are in many other small cities 
in the United States, he said. 
JMU 's close proximity to 
Interstate 81, a major East Coast 
north/south transportation artery. 
makes it very easy for drug runners 
from Florida and other regions to 
make deliveries, Haveson said. 
"I've been told that it's actually ' 
easier for someone to get marijuana 
on thi s campus than it is to get 
alcohol," he said. 
Availability of the drug makes it 
Randy Ravesoo 
IMU substance abuse counselor 
become adructed." he said. 
The increase in marijuana use 
spreads across all demographic 
groups at JMU, Haveson said. There 
are no indications or a 
disproportionate level of use among 
members of this year's freshman 
class in comparison to 
upperclassmen, he added. 
... It 's pervasive throughout," 
Haveson said. "It 's not a freshman 
problem or residence hall problem or 
a Greek problem ... it's a 
campus wide problem." 
MacNutt said the increase in 
marijuana-related arrests is not 
Umited to the freshman class .... l'm 
not going to say th is is a bad 
freshman class or that it's worse than 
the others," he said. "Rather, it is a 
few people within each group." 
The rate of marijuana incidents 
change from year to year in which 
time cyclical trends develop. 
MacNuu added, meaning that the 
number of incidents fluctuates 
without a constant steady increase in 
the use. 
Campus poUce wort closely with 
RAs and housing d1~ors in dealing 
with the marijuana problem in 
residence hallJ, MacNun said. 
At the beginning of each new 
academic year, campus police 
conduct programs with RAs to teach 
them how to deal with marijuana 
incidents, he said. 
"The RAs are given inst:ruction, 
and that instruction is to call us when 
they are confronted with a marijuana 
situation," MacNutt said. "We handle 
it from there." 
During the training session, 
cam pus police burn a vegetable 
prodUCt which simulates the odor of 
marijuana for RAs so they will be 
able to identify the smoke or the 
illegal substance If It is burnt In their 
buildings, he said. 
If they smel l the substance or 
suspect its use, Provenzano said hall 
staffs are dirC()ted "to immediately 
call the campus police and tum the 
situation over to them. 
"The onl y tame we become 
directly involved is if we walk right 
imo it," Provenzano said. 
In that situation, RAs handle the 
situation as much as is necessary 
until the police take over the 
situation, she said. 
MacNutt said, "The important 
thing for people to remember is that 
if you use it, the smeU will get in the 
air, someone will report it. and then 
we're going to deal with it." 
Students who are involved in a 
marijuana violation may be charged 
either criminally or judicially with 
the pffense depending on the 
~ling officer's discretion. 
Judicial charges are handled 
within in the university, whereas 
criminal charges are beard in local 
courtS. 
For students who are charged with 
marijuana violations or students who 
wish to seek assistance in dealing 
with their substance use habits, JMU 
offers counseling services at the 
Counseling and Student 
Development Center currently 
located in Wine-Price Hall. 
Haveson said JMU is one of only 
four universides in Virginia that has 
a substance abuse counselor. "JMU is 
very proactive in dealing with these 
issues,'' he said. 
The marijuana problem Is so 
widespread on campus, Ha veson 
said, that he receives at least one 
telephone call per week from 
someone wanting help with his or her 
problem. 
In response to the number of 
students seeking help with thei r 
habits, Haveson said be is forming a 
marijuana recovery group next 
semester "for people who are tired or 
getting high." 
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SGA ~cusses faculty three-year contracts 
DurinJ the Student Government 
Association SenMe mceting'I\aetday, 
senators expressed concern over the 
Joss or some professon 11 the end of 
this school year to three-year, 
nonrenewable contracts. 
During her report If the meeting 
in the Warren Han Highlands Room, 
SOA President Jen Mabe voiced her 
opinions about losing more than 12 
professors because they siped three· 
yoar. nonrenewable contracts. 
"We are never aolng to have 
valued faculty with the system as it Is 
now. It's somethina we need to look 
at.'' Mabe said. She said there should 
be a proposal to Jet rid of thn»year, 
nonrenewable contracts 111d replace 
them with renewable contracts. 
All senate can do, she said, is 
"suggest and pass on our opinion and 
bopefully that makes a difference," 
Mabesaid. 
1be senators discussed the issue Liter in the meeting, the finance 
of ~.enure for professors, end some of committee proposed a bill requesting 
the seaators voiced their uneasiness that the Executive Council decide 
wtdi the tenure sys1em. whether or not to grant emergency 
Lobbying coordinator Lauren status to late bills requesting 
Webb said she feels _4ieU"-Iil~:::. money from the SGA 
professors who are on contingency account. 
tenure sometimes tend ~ Such bi lis are 
to not care as much I brought up to senate 
about their classes. ' at their regular 
Mabe said, "J fl.2 meetings without 
would love a prior review by the 
.proposal by senate to finance committee, 
replace the tenure so they can be 
system. Other states reviewed and voted on 
are looking at different during a single senate 
ways. meeting for swift action. 
" I just think that it is Before the bill was passed, 
something we sbould think about. any senator could bring a bill into 
We need to address it. If everyone committee as a whole, and no 
was happy with [the current system) approval was needed by the 
we wouldn't be hearin& so much Exuutlve Council or the finance 
about it from students,'' Mabe said. comll\Jttee to bring it out. 
She said the senate may consider Committee as a whole is an 
looking ioto taking action on the emergency procedure the senate 
issue next semester. undergoes when a group needs 
Changes to university 
calendar to be decided 
at meeting today 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
news editor 
A final decision on next year:s 
university calendar should be made 
today. 
After discussion by several 
administrative, faculty and student 
groups throughout the semester, the 
University Council is expected to make 
a decasion about changes to the calendar 
for the faJJ I 995 semester. 
According to council member and 
Student Government Associataon 
President Jen Mabe, the Unaversity 
Council will decade on a proposal today Jen Mabe 
that would eliminate the fall semester 
Reading Day as well as Saturday exams. Fall break would 
remain intxt. 
Mabe said she thinks the proposal will probably pass at the 
meeting. 
Give a helping hand 
emergeqey funds from SGA. 
Tbe senate then proceeds to 
review the group's requests and cuts 
out upenses the SGA cannot fund. 
During such a meeting, the senate 
does what the finance committee 
would do In its committee meeting. 
Sen. Ron Rose. Shorts Hall, said 
after two bills had come out as 
committee as a whole this year he 
feels it Is not fair to grant late 
requests, white other groups take the 
time to go through the proper 
procedures. 
Rose said the groups who do not 
go through the finance commiuee 
may get more money from the senate 
as a whole than if the bill was looked 
over first by the finance committee. 
Many senators thought the bill 
was a good idea. 
" I don't see any way we could not 
pass this bill," Rose said. 
Commuter Sen. Josh Pringle said, 
.. There's no reason a group should be 
coming here without goang to the 
Executive Council A lot of the time 
it's poor planning." 
Commuter Sen. Ty Cobb 
suggested a constitutional 
amendment that would give the 
finance committee the power to grant 
a bill emergency status, instead of the 
Executive Council. 
No action was taken on Cobb's 
suggestion. 
SGA Treasurer Jennifer Kern 
agreed that the finance committee 
should determine if a late bill 
requesting money is granted 
emergency status. "The finance 
commiuee should determine 
emergency status because they do 
research on the bills and are in a 
better place to decide emergency 
status," she said. 
Mabe explained that the Executive 
Council will only give emergency 
status to bills in the case of a true 
emergency. 
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According to Joyce Jackameit, University Council secretary, 
Dr. Bethany Oberst. vice president for academic affairs. will 
bring the subject before the council ot its meeting today at 4:30 
p.m. in the Allegheny Room of Warren Hall. 
At its last meeting on Oct. 27,the University Council tabled a 
molion by Oberst that would have elimina~d fall break and 
Reading Day for the fall semester. 
The JMU Student Ambassadors and the Salvation Army sponsored Operation Santa Claus, In Which 
students could take tags from this tree In Carrier Library and purchase a small gift for a needy child to be 
placed under the tree. The Salvation Army Will distribute the gifts tomorrow. 
The motion made no provisions for changing tbe exam 
schedule for l.he fall semester. 
Mabe moved to table the motion at the meeting. Campus prepares for Dec. graduation 
More student input was needed before a final decision could 
made about the calendar, Mabe said yesterday, and that was why 
she tabled the original motion 
She said the new proposal, which keeps fall break, was 
"acceptable" to students, although the SGA saw no need to 
change the calendar at all. 
by Rick Thompson 
cotttributing writer 
attendance and number of activiti~ than 
the traditional May commencement. 
graduation on the Quad, he said. " I think 
they hould have [onej for December and 
August graduation,'' he said. 
Faculty had requested more days for teaching during the fall 
semester, citing there were five fewer teaChing days than in the 
spring semester. 
"We're not omcially convinced the faculty need more 
teaching days in the fall," Mabe said. • 
SGA had three recommendations about the university 
calendar, the first or which was to keep it the way it is. Another 
R:Commendalion was to begin school one week earlier, have two 
days for fall break and have one day for Reading Day. The third 
option was ro stan classes one day early and stan exams one day 
later, accordtng to Mabe. 
The SGA's recommendations were given at a meeting with 
Oberst, Jeff Nobel, executive assistant to the president, and John 
Noftsinger, assistant vice president for academic affairs, Mabe 
said. 
According to Mabe, Oberst said the original proposal. which 
eliminated fall break, would have gone through if students 
hadn't raised objections . 
. . 
During JMU's 85th annual 
commencement ceremony Dec. 16 at the 
Convocation Center, 525 undergraduate 
degrees and 83 graduate degrees are 
expected to be conferred. 
"I'm excited about it," Ed Wilson 
said, who will be receiving his degree in 
markering. 
"I'm ready to move on to something 
different, and it will be nice to be 
financially compensated for the work that 
I do instead of just receiving grades." he 
said. 
Stephanie Sheap, who is receiving a 
degree in fashion merchandising, said, " I 
can't wait." 
Pew regrets were expressed over 
grnduat1ng 10 December, a ceremony 
which is generally much smaller both in 
"It doesn't upset me a whole lot," 
Sheap said. rr anything, Sheap said she 
felt that December graduation is easier 
because. with fewer graduates, there is 
not a lot of hassle with hotels. traffic and 
preparation. 
Wilson said that since he's been to the 
last two May ceremonies as an audience 
member he's already felt the prestige 
surrounding that ceremony, "so it's really 
not that big a loss." 
Scott Secrest. a biology major, said, 
"It's what people make it." Though the 
university doesn't do as much for 
December graduation, "1 think it's what 
each individual makes it for themselves.'' 
he said. 
It might be nice to have a candlelight 
ceremony similar to the one which is held 
for May commencement the day before 
Wilson said, " It might be nice to get 
together on the Qu'!d. I don't think that 
would put the university too far out of its 
way." 
But he was also happy that many of 
his friends would be graduating with him 
in the ceremony. 
"I was shocked at the number of 
people I know wbo will be with me," -he 
said. 
Secrest said that another good thing 
about December graduation is that there 
are no satellite ceremonies, so he will be 
able to graduate with his friends. 
According to Fred Hilton, director of 
Media Relations. JMU has been holding 
a December commencement since 1985. 
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'A Testimony of Lights' to celebrate cultures 
Local churches will hold candlelight vigil in honor of all people in the Harrisonburg community 
by Brian Tetro 
staff writer 
In a season of love and kindness, 
one event in Harrisonburg wiU strive 
to achieve those ideals. 
The Harrisonburg-Rockingham 
Association of Churches and 
Congregations wi II hold "A 
Testimony of Lights," a candlelight 
vigil to celebrate the diverse cultures 
of the Shenandoah Valley on Dec. 9. 
The event will begin at 5 p.m. at 
Court Square in downtown 
Harrisonburg. 
According to Rabbr Jonathan 
Biatch, the reason for the vigil is to 
encourage tolerance and acceptance 
of minortties in the Harrisonburg 
community especially in light of the 
holiday season. 
"The reason is the Minasterial 
Association's desire to impress upon 
people the real messages of the 
season," he said. 
Biatch said he hopes Harrisonburg 
community members will take a 
break from their holiday shopping 
and turn away from the 
commercialism for a little while in 
order to participate in the vigil. 
Although the vigil is meant for all 
people, recent incidents of bigotry 
and racism at the Latin American 
Festival in October were some of the 
reasons that precipated the vigi l, 
Biatch said. 
Some of those incidents included 
a bomb threat and a dummy hanging 
from a tree with a sign reading 
"Mexican" on its chesL 
There is aJso a growing concern 
among the locaJ churches about the 
altitudes toward immigrants 
nationwide, he said, which is also a 
reason for holding the vigil. 
"It is growing to proportions 
we're afraid of," Biatch said. 
Members of the Hispanic 
commiuee, a group of Hispanic 
people and JM U students working 
toward a greater cultural awareness 
of Hispanics in Harrisonburg, 
suppon "A Testimony of Lights." 
According to JMU senior and 
Hispanic committee member Paul 
Fugelsang, the death of Catarina 
Chavez gave impetus 10 the creation 
of the Hispanic committee. 
"Although tensions between 
different cultures have existed for 
some time in Harrisonburg, it wasn't 
unti I the death of C havu tb at 
something was done to improve the 
situation," he said. 
Chavez was killed last April by 
Harrisonburg police while he was 
word of moutb, especiaUy ar IMU. 
" I believe that as JMU students 
we carry a big influence in 
Harrisonburg and should act as 
such," he said. 
"1 feel that there is a big need to 
extend a welcome to those of 
"I feel that there is a big need to 
extend a welcome to those of different 
ethnic bacligrounds so that we can all 
peacefully coexist.'' 
Paul Fugelsang 
student. member of Hispanic Committee 
perched in a tree with a shotgun as 
his home was on fire behind him. 
Fugelsang's role in Lhe Hispanic 
committee has been to promote 
events, such as Friday's candlelight 
vigi l, through advertisements and 
different ethnic backgrounds so that 
we can all peacefully coexist," 
f\Jgelsang said. 
Cultural diversity is indeed 
something to be recognized at JMU 
because, according to a census 
conducted by Irving Perez. a 
araduate student of e astern 
Mennonite University, Hispanics 
account for 6 percent of the 
H~populatiOft. 
AlxordinJ 10 senior and Hispanic 
committee member Holly f erguson. 
students at JM U should be more 
invOlved in community affairs. 
.. There rea ll y should be more 
recognition of the Hispanic culture at 
tbe university level," she said. 
"Rather than close our eyes to the 
different cultures, we should 
recognize the positive things and 
work towards peace and acceptance." 
Ferguson said. 
Ferguson said her role in the 
Hispanic commjttee involves acting 
as a liaison between the u01versity 
and the Hispanic committee. 
Like Fugelsang. Feriuson has 
worked closely with Hispanic 
peoples through community service 
missions to poverty-stricken 
Southern Mexico. 
"Hispanic culture has had a 
profound impacr on my life. From 
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Joker's closes due to lack of parking JMUgroup 
honors students, 
area educators 
by Brian Tetro 
staff writer 
Harrisonburg's nightclub scene received 
all()therdeath blow Nov. 30. 
Joker's Pub and Restau~ located at 171 
N. Main SL in downtown Harrisonburg, closed 
lru.t week. 
In a Dec. I article of the Daily News-
Ruord, owner Tim Bobsin said that Joker's 
closing could be auributed to a lack of parking 
downtown. 
According to the article, Bobsin said ever 
since Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church 
began construction in an adjacent parking lot 
across from Joker's, the pub's sales dropped 
25-30 percent. 
According to Bryan Howard, a former one-
year employee of the pub, Joker's could not 
withstand the lagging sales. 
"Although I heard that there were problems 
with insurance, I think there were basic 
problems with overall attendance. 
"Aside from the scarcity of convenient 
parking, there seemed to be a greater lack of 
interest in local music. It's a real shame 
because I really enjoyed working there," 
Howard said. 
Pam Eanes, also employed by Joker's for a 
year, also said that declining sales were the 
MIKE HEFFNERiplunn editor 
Joker's Pub and Restaurant closed on Nov. 30. Owner Tim Bobsln said a lack of 
parking downtown, which resulted In a drop In profits, led to Its closing. 
major reason for the shutdown. 
" It may be lrue that there were Insurance 
reasons behind Joker's closing. but I think it 
reaJiy has to do with an overall sales slump. 
Ever since the summer. attendance and profits 
have reaJiy slacked off. 
"lt'..s too bad because I thought Joker's was 
a cool place, and I enjoyed bartendmg there." 
Banes said. 
JMU students were also affected by the 
sudden closing of the pub. 
JMU senior and big events programmer for 
WXJM Dan Raphael said he believes Joker's 
closing will curb musica l diversity in 
Harrisonburg. 
"1 really enjoyed Joker's because it gave 
exposure, through live performances. to many 
of the rarely heard bands that we play at 
WXJM," Raphael said. 
Raphael's position had entailed booking all 
Tuesday night shows for Joker's for the past 
year. It was successful for both panics since 
Joker's earned profits, and JMU students saw 
bands that probably would never have come 
out. 
' 'Tuesday night is usually a bad night for 
partying. and usually, not many clubs have 
anyth ing goi ng. However, this gave the 
opportunity to sign up bands that would 
probably not play at Joker's any other day. 
"It provided an outlet for JMU students to 
see obscure bands that were going places in a 
couple of years.'' Raphael said. 
Raphael said he now faces the prospect or 
finding another outJet for these unsung bands. 
"WXJM would like to work out some 
musical programs in some co-sponsorshaps 
with the UPB l Unaversity Program Board]. 
such as Cool Aid. However. the problem 
remains what proper venue will replace 
Joker' s. Although the Highlands Room would 
be ideaJ, university policy prohibit., that:' 
Raphael said. 
Other JMU students also lamented the loss 
of a favorite nightspot. 
Junaor Sara Rowen c;aid. "I really wa~ up~t 
with Joker·~ closing bcclluse they always hod 
decent bands not provided by the other 
nightclubs. 
"I especially miss the $1 pitchers." she said. 
by Chris Tiernan 
staff writer 
Two JMU students and two area high 
school faculty members received one of the 
highest area achievements in educatiOn 
Tuesday night at the Convocation Center. 
Melissa J. Bruining and Jennafer C 
Noel, both JMU freshmen, were winners or 
the Greater Madison Award. Greater 
Madison Inc. is the name of JMU's external 
suppon group. "'hich aims to enhance the 
greater school and community areas 1n 
central Virginia, according to Jean Barnard, 
executive director of Greater Madison and 
annual events director at JMU 
Greater Madison Inc. consists of about 
450 members of the local community as 
well as JMU faculty and staff. 
One of the aims of Greater Madison Inc. 
is to offer financial and volunteer support 
and recognition to area schools to promote 
educational achievement. accordmg to 
Barnard. 
Greater Madison has sponsored the 
Education Achlevemenl Award since 1972, 
Barnard said. 
Bruining and Noel received $500 
scholarships from the support group thil> 
past spring and were recognized during Lhe 
Bducauon Awards Banquet on Tuesday 
night. The students were selected from n 
pool of six area high schools. Barnard s:ud. 
Student selecuon wa~ based on cntcna in 
three areas. according to Barnard. FirM. the 
<;tudent's achievement in<;1de the clao;sroom. 
including difficulty of cla~o,es and 
cumulauve grade-point average was hea\1ly 
considered. 
Secondly. c:ttracurricular acuv1t1es Jnd 
communi!) 1nvol\ cment out!.1dc of the 
cla.~room were analpcd 
Finally. parti c.: 1pa11ng student\ also 
handed in a pc~onal es,ay titled "What 
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RESIDENT ADVISER P051TION5 
The Offiu of Re~d;:nu life Is t1-11Uept.ollf 
.,P•cal.loM for •n"'•,.ld retllle<~t. ad\11kr 
pototow for ~lf\9 ~,tcr 1995. 
The K/1. ~otiOI'I ot one i.hoJt. can offer 
etuknte • .. ariety of ~,..hop. helpin9. 
and ~.,t .t•l• You un lito lt.un 
•lot •lloul t.camooork •~ weft•& m.ttlc,. 
m1rry new fnc:nd6 
Thu! •pplution proc;e" ,, for Spring 1995 
on~ If you •re inter« ted on the selectiOn proc;e" 
for tJie i995·96 ac.ademlc; ~r. w•tetl for detM~ 
fQI1.hco~ 1\Qt sc:meete~ 
. 
Good luck on exa.nsl 
Have a great 
holiday breakl 
1Me'll see you 
vwhen you ftSft~l 
get back.l { I' ( ) \ \ I '\, ( I 
• Quality customer service 
• Fully furnished apartments 
• Volleyball & basketball courts 
• Individual leases \' 
• 24-hour free maintenance - -
• Double beds available · 
• Sheltered bus service 
(every 10 min} 
432 - I 00 I 
. Hours: Mon - Fri 9-5, Sat I 0- 1, 2-4 
I 2 l 5 - F D .e v o n L a n e 
lt~ual H•uslal Opportun i ty 
..... 
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Rep. Goodlatte to speak during 
commencement ceremony 
Virginia's 6th Congressional District Representative Bob 
Goodlatte wtll apeak during James Madison University's 
commencement ceremony Dec. 16 in the Convocation Center. 
Goodlaue is a graduate of the Washington & Lee University 
School or Law. He founded a private law practice in Roanoke in 
1979 and laser became a partner in the law finn of Bird, IGnder 
and Huffman. 
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier will confer degrees to 525 
undergraduate and 83 graduate candidates at the ceremony. 
NEWSFILE 
Parking meters installed in E, G 
lots to control short-term oarklna 
Parting meters have been installed near PC bukes in &lot 
and near the bus shelter A TM machine in G-lot. The main 
reason for installations is to provide parking control and 
equitable acc:ess to the areas served. 
There are eight meters in the B-lot and 10 meters in the O·lot. 
The dme cycle for parting is 15 minutes in &lot and 20 minutes 
In G-lot with a charge or one quarter per time cycle. The parking 
meters will talc.e two quarters so persons can remain for two dme 
cycles. 
Parting enforcement staff will tum the meter feed handle if 
they encounter a car at a meter with the "expired" flag displayed 
before they ticket the car. 
a:sus operatOrs have complained to Public Safety officials thai 
people have been palt.ing along the curb while they take care of 
business at the ATM machine, Ignoring the operators demands 
that they move. 
Bus operators have been instructed to Lake license numbers of 
offending vehicles to Public Safety. 
Marching Royal Dukes tribute 
video tape now available for sale 
A video. tape tribute of 1994 Sudler Trophy Marching Royal 
Dukes is being sold for $22. The video is a documentary that 
includes behind-the-scenes footage of the Marching Royal 
Dukes and more than 150 interviews. 
To order a tape, make checks payable to Via Video and send 
it to Pat Frizzell, P.O. Box 20691 , Ro'anoke, VA 24018 or call J. 
800-860-TAPE. 
Dinina Services to close for break 
Dining kices announces the following closings: 
• The Steakhouse will close tonight following dinner. 
• Mrs. Green's will close Dec. 14. 
• Lakeside Express will close Dec. IS. 
• Gibbons Hall, Door 4 Subs and Let's Go will close Dec. 16 at 
2p.m. 
• PC Dukes will close at3 p.m. Dec. 16. 
• University Club will close Dec. 23. 
CommonWealth One closes due to 
an extermination of insects 
CommonWealth One Federal Credit Union will be closed for 
several days dunng the holiday brealt due to an annual 
extermination of insects. 
The credit union will close at 4:30 p.m. on Dec. 16 and 
reopen Dec. 19. The following week the credit union will be 
closed at4;30 p.m. on Dec. 22 and remain closed until Dec. 27. 
The credit union will also be closed at 4:30 p.m. Dec. 30 and 
reopen Jan. 2, 1995. 
Study abroad In Latin America 
Students interested in studies abroad opportunities can study 
in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Dominican Republic. Interested 
students can contact Dr. C. Blake, political science depanment. 
~ 
-~ .-•r· .. rTT''' .---
~~~ P 0 L I C E L ·:_; C ~~-:~ 
by Greg }'room 
police reporter 
Campus pollee report the following: 
False Information/Failure to Comply with 
Official Request 
• A student was charged judicially with providing false Information 
to a university official, failure to comply with an olficial request and 
underage consumption of alcohol on Greek Row north of the Kappa 
Sigma fratemity house at 1:10 a.m. Dec. 4. 
Dangerous Practices • 
• Two &tudents were charged judicially with dangerous prac1ices 
after they allegedly were discovered on lhe roof of the CorMx:ation 
Center at 3:06 a.m. Dec. 6. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A tire on a university vehicle was dfscovered to have been 
spiked at 10:55 a.m. Dec. 2. 
It Is ooknown where the vehicle was located v.t.en the lnc:ldent 
occurred. 
• Unldentilled Individuals allegedly broke the glass In a fire 
exlingulsher clo6et In PC Dukes at 10:32 p.m. Dec. 2. 
• Unldentifted individuals allegedly discharged a dry chemical 
extinguisher In a men's room in McGraw-Long HaR between 2 a.m. 
llld 9'.30 a.m. Dec. 4. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole a Mt. Shasta Klllimaln 
mountain bb from an \llSeCUf8d • In Chappelear Hall between 
New. 30 and Dec. 2. 
The bike reportedly had a cable lock though Its wheels but was 
not secured to a &latlonaly object. 
The bike's serial number is FZ2U3848. The bike Is valued at 
$450. 
~~ allegecly stole 8 portable Sony CFD-510 
cuseHe player AMIFM stereo boom box from an unattended 
bathroom In the Sigma PI fraternity house between 1 a.m. and 7 
a.m. Oec. S. 
The boom box is valued at $100. 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• A student was charged judicialy with ll'lderage ~ d 
alcohol in Huffman Hal at 2:19a.m. Dec. 4. 
The student reportec1y stated he drank several beers on Greek 
Row. 
Since the student reportedly was in no danger to himself and 
was in his room, he was charged judicially. 
Number of drunk n public charges since Aug. 28: 72 
Number of par1dng tiCkets issued between Nov. 30 and Dec. 6: i45 
• Last day of class 
• Holiday Karaoke Contesl, Warren Hall Lounge, 12- 2 
p.m. 
• Cotton Parch Gospel, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. 
• An Evening With The Contemporary Gospel Singers, 
Warren Hall Lounge, 6 • 7 p.m. 
• Christmas Open Hou5e, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m. 
• Christmas on the Quad, 7:30 p.m. 
Harrisonburg polioe report the following.: 
Forcible Rape 
• A forcible rape reportedly occurred at 31·H E. Market St. 
between 4:30a.m. and 6 a.m. Dec. 1. 
Sexual Battery 
• An Incident of sexual battery reportedly occurred at 1400 E. 
Market Stat 1:45 a.m. Nov. 28. 
Agg~n.ted AaAUtt 
• An aggravated asaauh reportedly occurred at 2060-F Evelyn 
Byrd Blvd. at 2 a.m. Nov. 27. 
Other .Aueulta 
• Nl II1IUII repoft8dly occurred a1 300 W. Grace St. at 11 a.m. 
Ncw. 29. 
• Nl 8SS8IAt reportedly occurred at 300 W. Grace St at 3:20 p.m. 
Nov. 30. 
• N1 assd reportedy oc:curred at the lmersection of Myl1le and 
Keleysb'eets II 1:40 a.m. Dec. 2. 
• N1 8S881At repoc1e<ly oc:arred at 881-G POft Republic Rd. at 2 
a.m. Oec. 3. 
• Nl assatAt reportedly occurred at 500 E. Gay St. all a.m. Dec. 
3. 
Robbery 
• A robbefy reportedly occurred at Court Square at 6:35 p.m. Dec. 
3. 
Burglary 
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 98 Perry St. between 9:20 
a.m. and 5:45 p.m. Nov. 28. 
• A ~ reportedly occurred at 1870 E. Marilet St. between 7 
p.m. New. 271nd 7:30 a.m. Nov. 28. 
• A burgllly f8I)Oftecly occurred at 22 112 S. Main St between 
5:~ p.m. New. 30 and 4~ p.m. Dec. 1. 
Motor Vehicle Theft . 
• A mt*lr Yehlde repor1edly was stolen from 100 ReseMllr St. at 
9:15p.m. Nov. 27. . 
• A motor vehlde reportec1y was stolen from 755 Cantrell Ave. 
between 5 p.m. Nov. 2611ld 9 a.m. Nov. 27. 
• A motor Y8hide reportecly was stolen from 181-M Rockingham 
Or. between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Nov. ~. 
• A motor vehide reportedy was stolen from 1635 E. Marbt St. 
between 6 p.m. Dec. 2 and 5 a.m. Dec. 3. 
Larceny 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 224 Broad St. between 5:30 
p.m. Nov. 26 and 9 a.m. Nov. 27. 
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Stilurtft~rt J() ~tfll!fdl t !I 
• Pinal exams begin 
• Grace Campus Ministry Semi-fonnal Christmas Dance. 
Grace Covenant Church, 8 p.m. 
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship Semi-fonnal, BSU 
Censer, 9 p.m. 
• Midnight Mass, Catholic Campus Ministry Hoose, 
midnight 
• Faculty Exhibition, Duke Hall, I :30 - 4:30 p.m. 
.... ~ 
' ~ ..r ,. ~. ~~-. . . 
AdDussiotlS lme'W I Student ID. 
Sunday 12111 
c.._otaa 
Scnmblld EaP .._,,.... 
c..- ot roc. Soup 
Prillll~ ............. 
wua-




Wild Rice Blllld 
Glulld Baby Canoes 
Alarlpa 
DININO DIQEST 
SUNDAY, DOC. 11 - SATURDAY, DEC.17 
MODday 12/12 
Boef Barley Soup 
Tlda7 ... Kial 





CbiDae ~ Pott 
Fried Rice 
BtoCClOli Stir fry 
Sqpr Soap Peas 
Vqecablo Lo Mein 
Tuesday 12/13 
Cblckm Noodle Soup 
Grilled Cbicbn Pila PoWt 




lllliiD Oreal ~ 
, 
Huupriau Noodle Bake 
Wednesday 12/14 
Caoadllll Cbeae Soup 







Thai Seafood Slirfiy 
Rice 
Broccoli Spears 
Pat A Mlllluooms 
Thursday 12/15 
Cbccldat B.roccoli Soup 
Pizza 
Cllk.tal Friod Rlce 
Curly Fries 
Oricaal Vqecable Blclld 
CaiiiUioftr "Ill GtlliD 
Olleta1 Flau 
8BQ Bdstet of Beef 
Babel Powo 
Com oldie Cob 
Green Beans 
Friday 12/16 
Ga.rdcn Vqd&ble 5014' 
Fi.th S&lldwidl 
Beef CioWasb 




OPEN 11:.30 AM. - 1 P.M. 
Saturday 12/17 
MRS. GREENS - CLOSES ON WED. 1:2114 
LAKESIDE EXPRESS - CLOSES ON THURS., 1:2115 
DOOR 4 SUBS - CLOSES CIP :2 P.M. ON FRI. 1:2116 
LET'S GOI- CLOSES CIP 2 P.M. ON~. 1:2116 
GIBBONS HAL.:.. - CLOSES CIP :2 P.M. ON FRI. 1:2116 
PC DUKES - CLOSES CIP 3 P.M. ON FRI. 1:2116 
FROM MON. 1:211.9 THRU THURS. 12/22 
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Former SGA president to marry TV star 
Pat Southall, former Ms. Madison, to wed Fox's Martin Lawrence in Jan. 7 ceremony 
by Cristie Breen 
asst. news editor 
For one JMU graduate, 1994 will be a fond 
year to look bade on. 
Pat Southall. JMU elm of 1992, has had a 
whirlwind year that has included becoming 
first runner-up for the Miss USA Pageant, 
giving up her Miu 
VirginiaUSA titte and getting 
engaged to Martin Lawrence 
in April. 
Lawrence is the Star of lbe 
Fox TV show, "Martin." 
"We're getting married Jan. 
7," Southall said about her 
marriage to Lawrence. 
But because of Martin's 
celebrity status, Southall said 
she is forced to go through 
Lawrence's publicist before 
speakina to the press about the 
couple's wedding. 
"I was very blessed to get Pat Southall 
engaged to the one f love," 
SoutbaU said. 
Because of publicity stipulations, she could 
not reveal how she met Lawrence or details 
about their relationship. 
Neither she nor Lawrence have granted any 
official interviews about the wedding, Sot,Jthall 
said. 
Senior James Crim became friends with 
Southall when he was the Student Government 
Association student assistant and Southall was 
SGA president. 
The two have remained close friends ever 
since, Crim said. 
"She's really in love with Martin," Crim 
• 
I I ... ..,:· I I I ;.. I I 
said about Soulhall. "She doesn' t take anything 
from anybody, so I can't see him putting 
anything over on her. 
"She really must be in love with this guy," 
he said. 
Crim said he hopes to be able to accept 
Southall's wedding Invitation. Crlm said the 
evening wedding will be held In Chesapeake. 
wedding. 
Crim said Southall 's new 
West Coast lifestyle has not 
changed the way he and she 
get along. 
"She's the same person. It 
hasn't changed her at all," 
Crim said. 
"She's really going places . 
. . . I think she's done really 
well," he said. 
Interviewed from her 
Chesapeake home, Southall 
said her life has not been the 
same since becoming first 
runner-up for Miss USA, and 
she expects 11 to change even 
more drastically after the 
" 1 feel so fortunate that I had the 
opportunity to compete" in the pageant. she 
said. 
Although she said some people asked her if 
she was angry about not winning the 
competition, she said. 
" J was never angry because Ood had other 
things In mind for me," she said. 
Shortly after the pageant, Southall said she 
was contacted by several talent and commercial 
agencies who wanted to represent her. 
After spending a week in New York and a 
week in Los Angeles meeting with talent and 
commercial agencies, Southall said she 
accepted contracts with three agencies in Los 
Angeles- a commercial agency, a talent 
agency and a broadcasting agency. 
" I would love to do entertainment-based 
broadcasting," Southall said. 
Southall cited "Entertainment Tonight'' as a 
type of show she would be interested in 
By working as SGA president, Southall said 
she was able to form a friendship with JMU 
President Ronald Carrier and other 
administrators. 
" I think about Dr. Carrier a lot," Southall 
said. 
" I was really fortu nate to develop a 
relationship with him." she said. 
" I better check out that young man she's gonna 
marry .. . I know it will be a happy marriage. " 
woril:ing on. 
Southall said she is waiting until after the 
wedding to start looking for her next career-
project. 
While Southall may be traveung far away 
from her native Virginia, she said she continues 
to think about James Madison University "all 
the time." 
During her years at JMU. Southall was a 
member of Delta Sigma Theta sorority, 199 I · 
92 SGA president, and Ms. Madison. 
Southall said the lessons she teamed at JMU 
as a mass communication major and through 
her activities have influenced her successes. 
'The opportunities I had [at JMUI helped to 
enhance me," she said. 
Ronald Carrier 
JMU president 
Carrier said he and Southall became close 
on a personal and professional level while she 
was a student. 
He said he has not spoken with Southall 
since her engagement. but hopes to attend her 
wedding. 
" I beuer check out that young man she's 
gonna marry," Carrier said. '1 know it will be a 
happy marriage." 
"Pat brought a lot of energy to the campus 
when she came hete," Carrier said. 
"IMU and Pat caught hold of each other .. . 
Pat became a good student and an articu late 
spokesman. 
"She is recognized not only by her intellect 
but also by her beauty." Carrier said. 
Looking For A Great Apartment? 
Don't Miss The Squire Hill Exit! 
•Individual Student Leases 
•1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
• Townhouses or Gartkns 
• Ceiling Fans 
• Mini Blinds 
• SI1Ulll Pets Welcome• 
• New Fi~ss Center 
Directions: 
Across Highway From JMU Campus 
• Wall to Wall Carpel 
• Pool & Tennis Court 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Fully Equipped Kitchen 
• Furnished Apartments Available 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
-- ---
1-81 Exit245 East on Pon Republic Road on Devon Lane 
434 -2220 
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This Is a paid advertisement 
This space was purchased by a bunch of people who 
are Interested In clearing a few things up ••• 
READ rT READ IT READ IT WMt This Is All About. •• 
Okay, along time ago, October 20th to be exact, a group of us •concerned students• 
sent a letter to various administrators and students regarc:lng an excerpt from a fraternity 
newsletter that had been discovered. 
In this letter, we cited two speciflc Instances In this fraternity newsletter that revealed 
frightening attitudes about rape. The letter did not accuse the fraternity of rape, but was 
more Interested In focusing on the problem of the horrible attitudes about the Issue found in 
the newsletter excerpt. We wrote that, •tt rape can be treated with such a dangerously 
casual and cold attitude, then how far off Is dangerous behavior?• Furthennore, we felt that 
alerting the administration to this example would help those Who hold power realize that 
rape education needs to be beefed up at JMU. 
Unfortunately, even after the article about this incident was reported In The Breeze , 
everyone was stilt In the dark about the broader issues involved. There Is much more at 
hand here than the writings of one member of one organization. However, everybody 
seems content with the Idea that it is just somebody's messed up idea of a joke, and that it 
Is an isolated incident. 
It's easy to scapegoat one group so that everyone can go to bed thinking that the 
problem is solved. Hey, wake up! Stop treating symptoms of problems, and treat the 
problems themselves. Unenlightened attitudes about rape exist on all college campuses, 
JMU Included. It Is not just one fraternity's problem, it Is not just the Gr• svstent'• 
problem. It Is much more far-reaching than that. Rape Is a serious Issue that needs to be 
treated as such. • 
The newsletter Is definitely a problem In ltseH. However, it should not only be 
seen as a problem In Itself, but as a symptom of the larger problem of rape-ignorance. 
The Content of the Troublesome Document 
One of the most Important reasons that the paid advertisement you are now reading 
exists, Is that when The Breeze reported on this story, the most Important piece of 
lnfonnation was conspicuously absent. That Is, the actual newsletter In question was not 
quoted at all. It Is reproduced below so that the JMU community can get the whole story. 
Please notice that to further Illustrate the point that frightening attitudes about rape are NOT 
exclusive to one group, the names of the men in the group have all been changed to 
generic male names and the group's name has been left out. The female names are aJI 
'Jane.' (Oh yeah, and some of the 'curse' words are abbreviated.) 
Meats-
[ John] and some chick from Randolph Macon got busy and somewhat 
bloody the other night. He was all scratched up and a-- and she waa all 
screamln or something and [Eric) all heard her and &- then f-n [Mike] hooked up at 
[sorority] and disappeared. [Dan's] little poetry readin nits ~ some girt named [Jane] 
but about haH way thru, Alex, Mallory, Jennifer, and Mr. Keaton walked In all cryin about 
how [Dan] had just destroyd their family and they won't be together for •a million more 
years.• Anyway, [Dan) jumps out of bed and starts swingln a baseball bat around cuz he 
thought they were all hittln on his girl. But let's just meat (Phil's] dick b/c •he's probabty 
been spankln' it so hard since he hasn't been gettin any.• Okay, this the best part. F--n: 
smegette (Jane] who has been gettin down w/ [Sam) and [Adam] started talkln s- about 
how she knew all this stuff about Apocalypse but she won't tell who told her and she's about 
the dumbest bitch I've ever met almost. So she ends up tetlin [Sam] that [Joe) told her and 
now everyone's all pissed off at least I am. But anyway, I say we blackball all of these guys 
[Sam] and [Ac~Mt] decide to give this girt what ... .,... and juat hang 
out at [fraternity name] when they come beck to JMU. Oh yeah, back to ameg [Jane). 
She was al walkin arowld the house 8ft dnMlk gettin in people's faces saying, •t don't 
want a relationship, I just want to hook up.• She even stood up on [Bob's) couch and 
started ldssln him while he was asleep. What a freak. And smeg (Dave) Is never here 
cuz he's too busy gettin hummers, ao he says, at Shorts. Thts guy is all about wearing 
the hat Mr. Studboy. Anyway, f-all these guys and Thurs night we can share warm 
beverages In the attic to get to know each other a little better. God bless you all. 
' 
Our Bone to Pick W1th The JMU Admlnlstmlon 
There's a bone that has to be pk:tced with the JMU admtnistration. They offered 
us no respect In this matter at all. We went through the proper channels to alert the 
right people about this problem. That made sense to us. After all, It's not our 
responsibility to make policy tor the University. Betides, we figured that those people 
who get paid to be responlibte for running this place should do their work themsetvee. 
Instead, we cld not hear from them for more than a week after lhey got our letter. We 
sent one Jetter to a Hampden-Sydney administrator, and he c.lled ua lmi1MICIIMiy to 
thank us and most importantly, to tell us what he had alre«<y .done to Investigate the 
problem at his school. 
So it seems the message that the JMU administration is sending to the students 
is that legitimate problems of the university brought forth by students, will not be 
actcnowtedged promptly, and wilt be sat on for a long time before action Is taken. Does 
there have to be some big, organized demonstration staged in order for problems to be 
handled expedlehtty? •· 
The administration really missed the boat on this one, Think of how great it would 
have been if th'y had Immediately gotten this thing out in the open and made a 
statement renouncing those .who take rape lightly, and following that statement up with 
a promise to take rape education more seriously. 
Hey, we are not saying that the admii'Mstnltlon doesn't care about rape. But we 
think they have been too hung up on damage control to effectively and efficiently 
address the Issue. (Remember S.C.A.R.?) 
Censorship!??! Glmme a Break! 
The complaints/accusations of censorship and PC that came up during this whole 
thing are almost too annoying address, but eomething needs to be said. 
A certain opinion editor for the 81'6eze, who, by the way, just happens to be a 
member of the organization In Question. wrote two realy random, unfocused co&umns 
that had sorneUllng to do with the first amendment. To us "rr the know: ll seemed like 
a defensive, misguided attempt to answer our complainl with a counter~ Of 
course, there's no way to prove this accusation because he never addressed the 
newsletter Issue directly. We also never bothered to contact him to ask what his 
motivation was because reatty, who would admtt to such a farce? Even on the off 
chance that these ranting& about PC and the first amendment did not have anything at 
all to do with the complaints about the newsletter, It realty makes for much better 
reading if you actually let everyone know what the heck you're raging on and on about. 
Aside from this one Individual, however, we also heerd of people who definitely 
held that the organization In question had been victimized by PC, and that Its first 
amendment rights had been violated. 
But rape has nothing to do with PC. Since when did rape get demoted from a 
felony to an issue of words? 
Secondty, don't you understand that the first amendment gives people the right to 
say what they want, but It doesn't bar other people from complaining about It? For 
example, If the Ku Klux Klan held a ratty on Main Street, nobody could really tell them 
that they couldn't demonstrate In favor of their Ideas. However. that doesn't mean that 
people have to leave them alone. A huge counter-demonstration, hopefully supported 
by most of the JMU campus, would definitely be In order. 
Hey, the first •mendment does not absolve us from taking 
respon~b/1/ty for what we say. It just gives us the opportunity to say it. 
and just start over next semester b/c I hate these guys w/ a passion. But [Sam) and Okay, we've had our say. We don't particularly take great joy in using our 
valuable energy and time with stuff that other people are paid to deal With. 
[Adam) met this glr1 at Hampden Sydney and [Jim) was all hangln out w/ her all night gettln One finaJ word: it's usuaJty a good policy to try to understand the big picture as 
her all wasted until she passes out on top of him and he's all askln people for c1gs and weU as the tiny details of the Issues that face our campus and our society. 
Thanks for listening, 
beers. Ri~ht on. So this lambda Chi guy grabs her and takes her up to his room so Your fellow students 
[Sam] and [Adam] run around the house blc they want her for themaelves . (Written by Courtney Lange Henn.nn, ctaaa of 1194) 
and some guy tells [Adam] that he looks like a girl when he walks In the 
bathroom and everybody's just so excited about the Homecoming game that 
This Is a paid advertisement .. ............... -... .. .... .............. . . ·----·--·---···· ·· .. 
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continued from pti(JB 1 
for the first dtne. 
"I've been depressed rol ~ut • 
month now. I came here thinking thas 
things were going Lobe easy, and it's 
not whar I expected it to be," sh~ 
said. 
Westley also fec:l s pressure from 
her pareniS. 
" I screwed up when l first got 
here, and there's really nothing I can 
do about my grades," she said. "I'm 
more concerned nbout whar my 
parents think. I haven'r really told 
them the truth." 
Junior Brian FUlmer said he ftel$ 
end-of-the-semester stress is 
influenced by the weather. 
"I think a lot of it has to do with 
the time of the year. It 's colder. and 
there isn't a lot ofsun," he said. 
Miller also said she believes the 
weather contributes to her 
depression. 
"It's colder, and when it gets cold 
ouiSide, people don't really taUt to 
you when you pass each other 
anymore. You just get this 'blah' 
feeling," she said. 
According to Dr. Lennls 
l!chterllng. aasoc:iate professor of 
psycholoJy, somedmea the changes 
in weather and climate make things 
diffacult f<W people. 
These people suffer from seasonal 
affective disorders, according to 
Bcbterting. 
People with seasonal affective 
disorders are more likely to respond 
to the physiological aspects of 
depression, he said. 
The diminishing amount of 
sunlight and other seasonal changes, 
he said, makes some people feel run-
( ercludiHg 
20 Dfo off 
down, aches and paios. and rnioor 
levels of fatigue. 
There are many st(essors that 
affect students at the end of the 
semester, according to Bchterling. 
Demands of classes. exams. as 
well as traveling 10 a new 
environment are all challenging 
su~s.sors. 
When such stressors are combined 
with the emotional and financial 
pressures of the holidays, they have 
the ability to affect one's disposition, 
he said. 1 
According to Miller, depression 
makes It harder to stay focused. 'Pfhe 
only real incemivo its thM you get to 
go home," she said. 
Walker said th!lt if students feel 
they have a problem, they need to 
seek out professional help. 
There is a oounseling service on 
campus that can give professional 
advice~ 
An example of a true emergency 
given by Mabe wasH funds feU 
through a week before a group's 
activity. 
Mabe told the senate there would 
be a few things the Executive 
Council would look for before 
granting a bill emergency suvus. 
"We would look at how much of a 
real emergency it is. if the thing they 
are asking money for benefits enough 
people, and if il was due to poor 
planning that a ,group is coming last 
minute," Mabe said. 
Also at the meeting: 
• Buildings and grounds chair and 
at-large Sen. Cathy Manderfield 
gave senators details about Christmas 
on the Quad. 
The holiday celebration, taking 
place Dec . 8. will feature the 
Contemporary Gospel Singers from 
6:30-7 p.m. in Warren Hall. A 
candlelight procession will go from 
Warren Hall to the Quad at 7 p.m. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier will 
light the JMU Christmas tree at7:30. 
MELISSA CAMPIIELLI.rl4jf photogrOf'Mr 
Donna Harper, director of the I-IMith Center, speaks about the 
center'e ecttvn1ee lit the SGA meeting Tueeday In Warren Hall. 
The CouQaeling and Student 
Development Center, located in 
Wine-Price Hall, offers a variety of 
free counseling services to students. 
Professionals are finding that 
somdimes depression can be a resuJt 
of a chemical imbalance in tbe brain, 
according to Wallcer. 
Graduation-----------
This condition can be treMed with 
a combination of therapy and 
medication, he said. 
Sometimes friends contribute to a 
person "blowing it off." They may 
not know whether you are going 
throop a phase or not, Wallcer said. 
'1f you think you have a problem, 
don't tty to deal with lt on your own. 
Seek professional advice, and they'll 
help you," be said. 
continued from page 3 
This commencement is an 
extension of the May 
commencement, according to Hilton. 
"lt'a lhe third convocation of the 85th 
annual commencement," he said. 
The May and August ceremonies 
are the first and second convocations, 
respectively. 
The number of students 
graduating in December has been 
generally the same each year, Hilton 
said. The number has grown slightly 
12 and 13 
nights and 
p.m. 
since 1985. but it has usually been 
near 500. Hilton said. 
Lase year, 555 studeniS, including 
both graduate and undergraduate 
students. received their degrees. 
The speaker f<W the ceremony will 
be U.S. Rep. Bob Goodlatte, who 
represents Virginia • s 6th 
Congressional District. The 
Republican congressman was 




Hilton said, .. I think it's good any 
time you can have a representative 
from Congress speak to the 
students." lt' s good to provide 
students with a point of view from 
the nation's capital, he said. 
The ceremony will begin at 3 p.m. 
and will be presided over by Dr. 
Bethany Oberst, vice president for 
academic affairs. JMU President 
Ronald Callier will speak briefly and 
confer the degrees. 
Sl HVIHG 1111 ARt A SJHCC 1910 
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(703)434 - 4240 - (800)296-4240 
For all of your imprinted needs: 
MUGS lNG BASEBALL CAPS 
T·SHIRTS .,, '"''0'' 
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BUIPER STICKERS 'I 
and much, much, more ... 
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Wondering where you 
will do your last minute 
exam cramming? 
How about the 
Campus Center? 
Selected meeting rooms in Taylor and 
Warren Hall will be available (or 
group or Individual study until 2am, 









fires ft ach way b&tc:d on a tOWid trip 
purcbalt from WuhiJ181.on DC. Snldc:ot or 
Faculty ID may be required. Taxes A sur· 
chatBC$ not induded. Fares subject to 
change. 
TiJbf ''SIUifll T ... ~ul•" 
~ macazine! 
specializin g in n a il a n d skin c are 
Treat yourself o r som eon e e lse fo r the holidays to : 
• FffiERGLASS NAILS • MANICURES • NAILART 
W e a lso offe r b ody massage and skin care by A~ 
G ift certifica tes available 





• Pedal on the level - no hills 10 climb 
or interstate to cross. 
• Only four blocks 10 campus. 
• Enetgy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball cowts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephme & cable outlets in each room. 
• Oeadbolt locks and door viewers on 
all apartments. 
• Well tit J>81k:ing lot and walkways. 
• Converuent bus service to campus & 
· Valley MaJI. 
• Full time Management and maintenance. 
• No sliding doors. 
Our residents are our 
best advertisement-
Here's why ... 
-,_tbe apartrJuntU are rtew 
a1ld spacious ... • 
-Kristin Phillips 
"llCJYe Olde Mill's location 
- it's so close to M.r::: ... " 
- · Patel 
" ..• the apartments are clean 
and modem. This is a ftrY safe 
place to li~ ... , 
-Vanessa Howard 
Ask Us About Special Spring Se111ester Leases 
CALL TODAY 
432-9502 
Professionally Managed by 
Horsley and Constable 
Property Management Division 
434-1173 or 432-9502 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
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Vigil ______ _ Madison ______ p r L 
continued from page 4 cont2edlf~~ge 6 OQ-continued from page 4 
first-hand experiences. I have 
witnessed that Spanish people have 
so much to offer and want to be 
recogn11ed u human beings 
Howe-.er, although there is good in 
them. people assume only bad 
things." Ferguson SIUd. 
Biotch said anyone who wants to 
participate in or watch the 
candlelight vigil Is welcome to 
attend. Panicipants m encou ... &ed to 
bring cand les with a holder or 
Makin' Music 
flashlights. 
Father John Grace of the Catholic 
Campus Ministry believes that the 
vigil is a good exe rcise for the 
community. 
"ln light of the hostility. anything 
that highlights the community. unity, 
and respect is a good thing. 
"In the spirit of Christmas. the 
idea of a light for others rather than 
people sitt ing around cursi ng 
darkness is an apt theme," Grace 
said. 
MAGGIE WELTER/senior phowgrorhtr 
Phi Mu Alpha Slnfonla, an acapella men'a vocal enaemble, 
petfonned holiday tunea Tueec:lay In the Warren Hall lounge. 
Education Means To Me." 
" It was really exciting," Bruining 
said. "Our awards and the wonderful 
attendance at the banquet were 
great." 
Noel said, .. It was a nice touch. It 
was exciting and made special by 
everyone." 
Bruining. who 'raduated from 
Tu rner Ashby H1gh School in 
Bridgewater last spring, is currently 
pursuing a nursing degree, a lifelong 
goal, she said . Bruining was a 
member of the National Honor 
Society at Turner Ashby High 
School. 
" I've always wanted to help 
others," she said. 
"That' s always said. but that's 
reaJly how J feel." 
For Noel. a nine-year pianist, 
JMU's strong music department has 
made her feeJ right at home. 
"There's so much musical 
freedom here it' s great," she said. 
Noel placed fi rst in the piano 
co mpetition at the annual 
Shenandoah Valley Music Festival 
last year. She was also a member or 
the Honors Band at Harrisonburg 
H1gh School as well as a member of 
the National Honor Society. 
Also awarded for achievement in 
education were George Roderick 
McLeod, a social studies teacher at 
Orange County High School, and Dr. 
Anne G. Coughl in, princi pal of 
Western Albemarle High School. 
Greater Madison Inc. djstributed a 
total of 85 applications to area 
superintendents and local college 
presidents, Barnard said. 
Teachers and students who were 
**** 
Interested in applyi ng for the 
prestigious award were given an 
application. 
As pan of the ceremony. all four 
recipients of the award received a 
Greater Mad1son Education 
Achievement pin from JM U 
president Ronald Carner. 
McLeod received the Greater 
Madison's Teacher of the Year 
Award. Coughhn was recognized as 
the Administrator of the Year Award. 
A 1989 graduate of JMU, McLeod 
is sponsor of the high school's 
history and ecology clubs. 
McLeod also served as cltairman 
of Orange County's social studies 
curricu lum committee, which 
designed the program of study for 
children from kindergarten through 
grade 12. 
Currently, McLeod is 
coordinating a Business-Education 
Alliance project wi th historic 
Montpelier to provide research 
opponunities for high school students 
to work with the Montpeliu staff in 
des1gning an anterpreuve exhibit for 
elementary school audiences. 
Coughlin. principal of Western 
Albemarle High School since 1990. 
began her association with the 
Western Albemarle in 1980 as an 
English and reading teacher. 
Coughlin has also been actively 
involved in the implementat ion of 
site-based management at Western 
Albemarle and the development of 
Albemarle County's Total Quality 
Management Program. 
Tuesday's awards banquet was 
well auended and largely aided by 
the help of JMU specia l events, 
Barnard said. 
• A larceny reportedly ocx:urred 81 744 
E. Gay St. between 8 a.m and 4 p.m. 
Nov. 27. 
• A larceny reportedly ocx:urred 811330 
Port Republic Rd., apartment 20, 
betWeen 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. Nov. 28. 
• A larceny reportedly OCCtJrred at 2970 
S. Main St. beiWeen 7 p.m. Nov. 27 and 
7:30a.m. Nov. 28. 
• A larceny reportedly ocx:urred at 899-
B Port Republic Rd. between 8 p.m. Nov. 
27 and 8:30a.m. Nov. 28. 
• A larceny reportedly ocx:urred at 367 
Franklin St. between 1:30 p.m. and 3 
p.m. Nov. 28. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1995 
E. Market St. between 1:30 p.m. and 
5:30p.m. Nov. 29. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 80 
Maplehurst Ave. between 6 p.m. Nov. 28 
and 8:30a.m. Nov. 29. 
• A larceny reportedly ocx:urred at 1225 
Reservoir St. at 11:45 a.m. Nov. 30. 
• A larceny reportedly OCCtJrred at3330 
S. Main St at 7 am. Nov. 30. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 
2515-D E. MarKet St. between 5:30p.m 
and 9:30 p.m. Dec. 1. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 20 N. 
Main St. at 4:30p.m. Oec.1. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1835 
E. Marl<et St. at 2:05 p.m. Dec. 2. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1810 
E. Marl<et St. at 7:35p.m. Dec. 3. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 383 
N. Main St. at 9:10p.m. Dec. 3. 
Four Star Pizza~ 
THE BEST OF BARR-BE STATION 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS 
COLLEGE SPECIALS 
·--~ ~., c;i .c .. •• . v ... t,- 't • : •. ~ 
,. 0 • , 
. . f ,. :< J 
?.• ~ - (" 
4 12" 1 Item Pizza $3.99 
3 BOt for extra items plus tax 
3 14" 1 Item Pizza $4.99 
90¢ for extra items plus tax 
3 I 
7 16" 1 Item Pizza $5.99 
7 $1.00 for extra i terns plus tax 
$8.99 6 20" 1 Item Pizza 
$1.30 for extra i terns plus tax 
HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday - Saturday 
Sunday 
11:00 am. - 1:00 am. 
11:00 am. - 200 am. 
11:00 am. - 12:00 am. 
Glitzy education not a good one 
T
he classroom of the 21st Century, which bas already 
started to be Implemented here at JMU, is a bogus way 
of improving educatioo. 
Some classrooms have started to be converted into 
an .. interactive, multimedia classroom envisioned for the 21st 
Century," IOCOrding to the Dec. 5 issue of The Bruu. 
These multimedia classrooms will consist of .. a video 
projection device which would be connected to several different 
media devices such u a VCR, a laser disc player, audio 
equipment, a document camera capable of allowing three-
dimensional objects to be projected onto a screen for an effect 
similar to a very sophisticated ove~ projector and a personal 
computer, which might include a CO-rom." 
A document camera capable of allowing three-dimensional 
objects to be projected onto a screen? ls this really necessary? 
True, it's pretty neat stuff, but will this assemblage of state-of-
the-art leehnoloiY really improve education? We think noc. 
Technology is not necessarily bad, but a computerized 
educalion Is ridiculous. 
Basic:ally the deal is this: Computeriz.ed notes will appear on a 
scn:en in an organlz.ed presentation. Professors can incorporate 
music. color. film and all sons of stuff into their shows. This 
will probably make note-taking easier, but students will most 
likely DOl retain as much information from the professor. 
As each bit of information appears on screen, Students will 
scramble to copy down as much as they can before the professor 
flips to the next slide. Students certainly won't be listening to 
the professor while they write. and they won't be Ji&tening as 
they anxiously await the next visual. 
The whole multimedia hoax totally forfeits the concept of 
note-taking- listening to- what the professor hu to say, 
procesaina that information and then writing down the most, 
important facts. In this new, shinier c,assroon), when does the 
Information get processed? It doesn't 
Not only is this new system nonbeneficial for students, but for 
professors as well. 'nley have to plan out lessons well ahead of 
time note for note and load the information into the compucer, 
Before each class period. professors must spend about IS 
minutes preparing their maaerials and another l S minules after 
class shutting down the:ir equlpmeot. This is the time needed by 
&tUdeots to ask the:ir profC$101'$ questions. while material is still 
fresh in their minds. In addition, professors must deal with the 
strained attention spans of the students u they ignore the 
professor in an effort to scribble down whatever is on the screen. 
Professors wiU become dependent on their new clk:k. click 
methods or teachin& class, thus making them Jess effective in 
relaying knowledge. But whal happens when the compwers are 
down? Classes surely would be canceled. 
Those promoting this switch to video education claim the 
system will be interactive. It will not. 
The system will most likely stifle interactivity. The system 
will be an ex.cuse to have larger lec:ture classes, because hey, if 
we can't M.ar what the professor bas to say, at least we can u~ 
what be or she has to say. 
We are In a television age. where people sit lib potatoes in 
front of the tube and vqetaae. half liStening. balf WlldUng and 
mostly just bein& lazy, because to sit there lakes no thou&flt 
This multimedia system wiU feed us entertainment, not 
education. We can look as the neat screen changes pn:dy colors, 
and we can copy down the words we see. Bot really, we're just 
being lazy. 
Evidently, administrators think. this is whal we want- a fast. 
paced exdting education that doesn't require mudl tboUgbt so 
we can graduale with a dqree, get a job and make money. 
'nle situation is simil• to the removal of the 13 professors on 
three-year COntniCts. The hope is that the faculty will remain 
young and energetic, full of new ideas and aspirations -
teachers hopina to change the world. But just because a 
professor has taught for three years. does thar mean be or aWe is 
all used up? It can't be. 
Bells and tinsel are all it is. Prettier is better. Newer is beaer. 
Ri&ht? Wroag. 
Bells and tinsel arejU&t extra stuff -add-ons. Just bQw much 
will this garQish cost? Bnouab to raise tuition a couple1 
thousand? Bnough to fire .prof~rs ~se. their Waries are 
too high? . • • 1· • • 
.So here we a~ J~U ;;- '}lOYiD& jnto tbe·2J"-Ce:otury. Wtll 
we be s~rter or Jus.t gl,LJ.Ier11a JMU b~ming mprei 
technologl~ly adv~ to I.Q'Pf'OYe our ~calion? 
No. JMU is uppina technology because we are enterinJ a qew 
age, and quite frankly, multimedia is the thing to do and JMU 
has always wanted to be; one step ahead of tbe pack. But 
remember JMU, people b~ve been l~arnjng jusl fioe for 
centuries without all tbe added tecbnology. The &limmer of 
multimedia will prove to be a4isaractioo. not a so~ 
Lee's end this technoJOI)' craze before it's too ble. before we 
are ~nformed into video-ll'atching, brainless students. 4t's 
demand the education we'te paying ror. 
TM house tditoriol is writun by a ,umber of tM ulitoriDf 
board and dots not necessarily reflect th~ opinion of the 
individual sll:l/f mmabtrs. 
------
Dare ... 
A dart to the library for only having one out of I 0 
microfiche machines that works on FLEX after 
telling us not to put any new money on our Versa 
cards because we won't be needing them soon! 
Sent in by a person who is tind of wailing in line 
when then an six microjicM machines empty that 
only raJc.e Versa cards. 
Pal ... 
A thanks-for-the-support pat to all the students at 
the Purdue basketball game. When you play before 
such an enthusiastic crowd, it makes you play better. 
We hope you will attend all 14 home games and help 
lead us to the championship. You•re our sixth man 
on thecoun. 
Sent in by men's baslcetball coach "{.-efty" Dmsell 
and staff. 
Dare ... 
A .. how rude" dart to the steak:house hostess who 
rushed us out of the place. 
Sent in by somebody who appnciJJtes a good 
waitnss and was trying to get her rip together. 
Pal ... · 
A pat to all the professors who make their exams 
optional. Finals week is stressful enough. Thanks for 
the break. 
&n1 in by somebody whO" wiJI be a little less 
J~Jsed next week. 
a big I~n 't-know-what-you-were-thinking dart 
to whoever set up the lab at Antbony-Seeger. Next 
fimepUt tbe color printer and the scanner on two 
.. 
differe~ computers. • _ 
· ~ntin·byapenim wliDJustw~p.,luethe 
printer but hate$ to waillhru hdtu.s jlUt t8 get on .. 
the computer because then is a line of people doing , 
SCIIIISI 
Pat ... 
A pat to the students on Greek Row. You guys are 
very special. We WMit to wish you a safe and meny 
Christmas. Have a goOd break and be careful. 
Sent in by the housekeeping 8111// of Greelc Rotv: 
linda M., Joyce, Diane, LindiJ R. and Beclcy. 
.. 
····-~······-·-········--· ~~~;~~-:~-~ -
Ode to safe holiday celebrations; 
don't forget well-being during finals 
To the Editor: 
'Twas the week before finals 
and all throuah JMU 
The campus was st.irrina 
With activities. festivities and much to do. 
Finals, projects and papers 
Wen:. still yet to go 
Meanwhile the srudents 
Anxiously awaiting the first snow. 
With shopping and cramming 
and tons yet to do, 
It's hard to remember 
To take care of you. 
Your physical, mental and 
emotional health 
Are just as imponant 
As the giving of yourself. 
So during the holidays 
Be a1 your best. 
Remember to eat well 
And get lots of rest. 
The boUday time 
Can be awfully stressful, 
With wellness in mind 
It's su~e to be healthful. 
A breakdown from moootooy 
Is what we all thrive, 
But when you celebrate 
Never drink and drive. 
So when finals are over 
And you leave here 
Happy holidays to all 
And to all a WELL year. 
~of health ICiencM 
Christmas tree establishes religion; 
'economic slavery' unconstitutional 
To the Editor: 
Another year, another Christmas tree aod another flagrant 
disregard for the U.S. Constitution. The Christmas tree on the 
Quad should be removed and never again set up. The 14th 
Amendment to the Constitutioo extends to the state level the 
First Amendment right that "Congress shaU make no law 
respecting an establishment of religion." JMU is a state 
institution and is thus subject to that rule. Yet it seems that this 
has been forgotten somewhere aloog the way. By forcina all 
JMU students, even those wbo aren't Christian, through tuition 
and fees. and all ViflPniam, throuJh tu·generaaed subsidies for 
ln·state students, to pay for the Sl ,300 tree, the state is not only 
creatina a taw respecting and supporting a religion, Christianity, 
it Is also tayina to wasce 10 the Pint Amendment's guarantee 
thai private property ahall not be taken for public use wi&hout 
c:ompensatioo, of wbk:b I do not aee. 
Despite my own Christian reli&fous beliefs. I find this 
ec:onomJc slavery to be deplorable and would likeJy Ilk tbat nay 
I 0 cents be returned 10 me so dull I may apead it in a manner 
that) so c:boose. 
AIMtt.rrle 
junior 
hlatory Md tiMnce 
Statement lists community values; 
assures l~rlty Of campus climate 
To the Edllor: 
The current holiday season is enriched by the celebration 
activities of many cultures which reflect our commurtity's 
diversity and irs commonality, as many of these celebrations 
include the same themes and characteristics. 
Our community' s djversity and commonality is celebrated 
and promoted by the JMU Commission on Community. 
Responding to the campus climate, best evidenced by the 
interaction among students, staff, faculty and administrators, is 
in keeping with our mission of promoting a good community. 
The Commission on Community is ~printing the S~a~m~ent 
of Community Values that was endorsed by the University 
rouncil in the spring of 1991 and has been reviewed annually 
~.nee then, to serve as a reminder of what we celebrate: 
r- ----------------------------------------
1 r.-.u ~ - THl iliJiiJl_r~:J~~ ~ it-i'S9A. ' 1~ ! . .. ·o ·PJED ~:~= ~ -~ .... --·-- ---
Jarnes Madison University is an academic community 
dcdiCIIed to the highesl standards of scholarship and protection 
of academic freedom. We hold among our foremost common 
values: 
- the freedom of inceUectual inquiry in the pursuit of truth 
- the importanCe of personal integrity 
- the right or every individual to be treated with dignity and 
respect a1 all times 
- the acceptance of diversity ln our community with regard to 
age. disabiUty, ethnJclty, gender. national origin, race, 
religion, sexual orientation and political affiliation. 
These values should be foremost in our minds when 
interacting with other members of our community. The members 
of the 1994-95 Commission on Community ask your help in 
strengthening our community by upholding its values. If you 
have questions or concerns. contact any Commission member. 
Chrlatlna Updike 
Ch81rwonwt 
Commlalon on Community 
Vandalism dampens holiday spirit; 
prank 'Inhuman and sacrilegious' 
To the Editor. 
I am writing this lener in disbelief at the vandalism which 
occurred at the Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity house the other 
night. 
Myself and some of the other brothers were tired of the 
bland holiday atmosphere on JMU'' campus. and we decided to 
do something about it. We bought four strings of 25-foot 
outdoor Christmas lights to decorate a large pine tree which was 
planted outside the house. It wasn' t much, but this little touch 
added a great deal of holiday spirit to people as they walked 
down the Row. 
We were proud of the compliments which came steadily by 
people passi,!l& by. Many bro\hers were enthusiastic about the 
tree and spoke of even more decorations. I thought this sparked 
the begiMing of a tradition of holiday spirit to be followed by 
other organizations. I guess my enthusiasm was not shared by 
all. Our UJbted Christmas tree was deoorated less than 10 hours 
when it was vandaliz.edl J awoke the ocher morning to find our 
tree cut down and lying on its side. Pranks and practical jokes 
can be humorous but to destroy a Christmas symbol - SICK! 
What possesses a person to commit such an act? Not only have 
many people's spirits been dampened, but housing affairs 
mentioned possible charges of about $800 to AKL for the 
inhuman and sacrilegious acu which occurred the night of Dec. 
5, 1994. And to the people who took a saw to our Christmas tree 




Faculty deserve curriculum control; 
peers should elect panel members 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in reference to the article by Becky Mulligan, 
"Faculty seek input in committee fonnation: motion calls for 
faculty representation to be elected by CISAT. math and science 
colleagues" (The Bruu. Monday, Dec. 5, 1994). 
The executive committee of the JMU chapter of the 
American Association of University Professors strongly 
endorses the Faculty Senate's resolution of Dec. I. insisting that 
faculty members who will serve on tbe Science-Math 
Committee be elected by their peers and not selected by the 
administration. Since the mission of tbls committee is to suggest 
ways to preserve the qualitY of teaching and learning in those 
disciplines at a time when resources are scarce. and since this is 
a matter dealing with curriculum and methodology, the AAUP 
would like 10 remind the JMU community of the 1966 Joint 
Statement of Government of Colleges and Universities: "The 
Faculty has primary responsibility for sue~ fundamental areas as 
curriculum. subject matter and methods of instruction. research, 
faculty status and those aspects of students life which relate to 
the educational process" (MUP Policy Documents & Reports. 
1990,p. 123) 
Allowing faculty to elect their peers to lhi~ committee will 
ensure the selection of the most qualified teachers and 
researchers, guarantee the quality of the committee's decisions 
and facilitate the complete implementation of the 
recommendations made by this representative panel who will 
have the full trust of the majority of the faculty . 
Oany B. Perramond 
prMident 
AAUP, JMU cht~Pter 
Where did all the artists go? 
The ability for critical ,..-------------------. overwhelming. In 1992, 12.4 
thought is one of the most Guest Columnt"st percent of new math Ph.D.s 
precious of all human and 12 percent of new physics 
qualities. Thinking critically Pb.D.s found nothing but 
allows us. as individuals unemployment. Newswed 
unique In our principles , - Tonya Howe quoted Gene Nelson. a 
morals and ideas. to biophysics Ph.D., as saying. 
discover, In the immortal "Government and industry 
words of Soren Kiertepard, "that truth for which [each of have been saying there's this looming shortage of scientists 
us] Cll'l live and die." Thinltina critically allows us to attempt and engineers. It 's a fraud. Universities are strip-mining 
to know Beckett's Unnameable and Kant's transcendental Intellectual capital. They' re deriving the profit from all these 
unit of apperception. I hope the concept of critical thought in bri&ht, dedicated young people, then throwing them away 
the university hu not deaenerated to an impersonal facade like yesterday's newspaper because there are more coming." 
dlaracterifed by nurmer-cnmching machines and start white It seems u though the university is sacrificing liberal arts 
office cubicle walls;· however, I believe that if such a srudies for a downward spiralling money pit, promotina an 
movemeN has not already occurred, it is not lon& in coming. automated, wasteland-esque society and generaJiy losing 
The univenity's capitalistic preoccupation with profit sight of the more important qualities in our relatively 
fon:es us to prosdtute our ability 10 think as critical human unimponant Uves. 
beinp in order to have a chance at a moderately comfortable Ptrtaaps I am too much the idealist and the humanist. but I 
life. As most of us know, three. pem.ps four, of our finest believe that I am not alone in tbe opinion that something else 
Enalish professors wiU be leaving shortly in order to aid must exist apart from the detached world of business. science 
restructuring and to preserve funds for the perception of an and profit. toward which the university is inexorably moving. 
inaasin&ly technological wort force; this decrease in liberal Self-fulfillment? Self-identity and discoverance? Perhaps, 
arts faculty willlneviUibly ad to larger classes, fewer course only perhaps. Rather than simply existing as a temporary 
offerings and less individualiz.ed instnletion. Most of us are lodger in life. renting an anonymous cubicle in time. I would 
also knowledgeable of the three-year contracts held by many prefer to carve my mansion from permanent bedrock 
professors despite the fact that they are eminently qualified foundations : while I hope the university, an alleged 
for full tenure. Whtlt the majority of this campus does not watetShed for critical thought agrees with me, I must sadly 
know, however, is the e.lCtent to which our gifted, part-time admit my fear that it is not so. 
professors must stoop in order to continue teaching here. An Catering to the technocratic institution of capitalist 
unabashed exploitation of their talents. part-Lime professors America. the Academe has ignored the need for balance 
receive an annual salary of about $14,000, without benefits. between science and art. In the eyes of our modem society. it 
in return for teaching a full·time load of four courses each is becoming increasingly untenable to possess the soul of an 
semester at a pitiable $1.750 per class. artist, a soul which the university regularly devalues in favor 
Interestingly enough. a recent Newsweek study showed of attempted objectivity. 
thal this increased focus on science-oriented employment is -------------------
coming to no avail - where the demand for scientists Is 
remaining stable, the supply of qualified minds and Ph.D.s is 
Guest columnist Tonya Howe is a sophof1Wre English and 
philosophy major. 
~ r- r rr o .1 , "' 'I' .·· ' I , .:~:Jc ' aJ ,' 
te thurSd'a)'":""'DeCtf. t994 ms~UE-- -- ------- ---:.------------------------------- ----------- --------- ------- ------- --- --------------
Wan~ to study abroad? 
Think you can't afford it? 
Think again. 
The Office of International Education announces: 
~{)jj~~ 
~  
To be eligible: 
Fill out the Free Application for Federal Student 
Aid (FAFSA) by the Feb. 15 deadline, 
apply for a JMU Semester in Florence, London, 
Martinique, Paris, or Salamanca by Feb. l , 
and fill out a scholarship application at the 
Office of International Education. 
If you are determined to have financial need, you may 
receive up to 
$l~~()() 
to be used toward your semester abroad. 
For more information about Study Abroad, call x6419 
Check olft the 







JMU Computer Program 0 
JMU Bookstore, Waae.o Ha11 
Hanisooblq. V a. 22807 
(703) 568-3989 1.- L (703) 568-7029 FAX "~ 
The Bluestone, the yearbook of James Madison 
University, is looking for an. Editor-in-Chief for the 
1995-1996 school year. Applicants must have 
good organization and communication skills and 
fundamental knowledge of design and layout. 
Students applying for the position need to pick up 
an application at the Bluestone Office located in 
.Anthony-Seeger room 215. Applications must be 
returned with a resume and a cover letter to the 
office by 5:00 p.m., January 20;1995. 
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Stamp of approval for a destructive action 
A rose. The star-spangled banner. Neil Armstrong. Elvis 
Presley. Patsy Cline. 
Atom bomb. 
Which one of these kids is doin' his own thing? Tell me 
before my song is done ... 
In a few weelcs it will be 1995, or 50 years since Japan 
surrendered to the United StaleS, nwt.ing the end of the most 
tragic war in human history. To commemorate the 
anniversary, the U.S. Postal Service will issue a set of I 0 
new stamps depicting imponant events from World War U. 
A picture of one of these stamps appears on page A 19 of the 
Dec. 3 issue of The Washington Post. The monochrome 
reproduction surely does not do justice to what is no doubt a 
brilliantly beautiful color painting - of a mushroom cloud. 
The image is underscored by the caption, "Atomic bombs 
hasten war's end, August 1945." The photo accompanies a 
story about how the Japanese government members are just 
being a bunch of wet blanketS about the whole thing. Go 
figure. 
I may be wrong about this, but to my knowledge there is 
no precedent for using the medium of postage stamps as an 
agent of strictly historical record. The subjects that begin this 
column have all found their way onto postage stamps, 
lending credence to the assertion to be canonized on a stamp 
is a coronation of a person's or event's mythical or heroic, 
rather than just historical, value. The images chosen for 
stamps are clearly intended to evoke an emotional, 
sentimental response- they say. in effect, that not only did 
this person or thing happen, but It happened. and it was good. 
Rock 'n' roll, embodied by the Elvis stamp, was a good 
invention (although I could easily fill another column talking 
about how Elvis did not invent rock 'n' roll, but cleaned it up 
enough to introduce it into mainstream - i.e. white -
society). When this country landed a man on the moon, 
fulfilling an optimistic promise made by President Kennedy 
years earlier, that was a pretty good day. The United States is 
justly proud of these events and these people. 
Put eloquently, Aug. 6, 1945. sucked. There is no sensible 
way that someone could refute that this was the worst day for 
all humanity since the beginning of time. For the first time a 
nuclear weapon was deployed against a populated target 
Hundreds of thousands of Japanese civilians- civilians who 
had no inkling of the kind of infantile military games our 
Snake Oil 
-Chris Klimek 
governments play and couldn't care any less - were killed 
instantly. Tens of thousands more would spend the following 
days, months or years dying sJowly, agonizingly dying of 
radiation sickness. 
In the Post story, a postal service spokesperson is quoted as 
saying, "We are not making a value judgment in any of those 
events ... we would be remiss In omilling such a watershed and 
historically critical event as the use of the atomic bomb." True 
enough. 
Not rhat a commitment to accuracy has ever kept the postal 
service from having their way with history in the past: When the 
Robert Johnson (one of the r~ol inventors of rock 'n' roll) stamp 
was issued, the likeness was painted from one of only two 
existing photographs of the mnovative bluesman, a haunting 
image of a young face staring at the camera with old, jaded eyes. 
He is holding his guitar. and a long cigarette dangles from the 
comer of his mouth. Yet when the photo became a painting for a 
postage stamp, the cigarelle mysteriously disappeared. Even 
though one of the most truly progressive, most soulful musicians 
of this century never appeared in public without his trademarit 
cigareue, it would be an awful shame if someone thought that he 
actually condoned smoking. 
This comes dangerously close to the Orwellian prophecy that 
history will continuously be rewritten in accordance with 
present-day attitudes. A small incident, but in principle no 
different than publishing a history book that omits any mention 
of slavery because I 00 years later. the powers that be have 
finally stumbled upon the revelation that racism is, you know, 
bad. 
A related topic addressed in the same Post article is that of 
the atom bomb exhibit that the Smithsonian will open next year. 
As a result of their ourrage at the stamp, officials in Nagasaki 
Here's good news about an affordable Short Term MedJcal 
insurance plan you can tailor to fill the gap 1n your insurance 
protection. 
e Up to $2 million in Major Medical coverage for 
expenses in and of the hospital. 
Eltzabetfl Suto. 
Killed by a drunh dnvcr 
and Hiroshima are considering withdrawing their assistance 
from the Smithsonian effort, which has been criticized by 
influential veteran's groups as being too sympathetk to the 
victims of those two itty bitty nuclear blasts. The 
Smithsonian had intended to display items on loan from 
Nagasaki and Hiroshima - among them a child's hideously 
melted school lunch box - but apparently, under pressure, 
has scrapped that proposal in favor of a new. more jingoistic 
app~:oach that will feature the Enola Gay, the actual plane 
that dropped the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima. God bless 
America. 
Of the two critical issues here, one of them is mercifully 
clear-cut History can n~vu be changed. It can be broadened. 
and omissions corrected , as we're seeing now with 
integration of Afro-American perspe~:tives into traditionally 
all Euro-American school history curriculums. which is 
good. 
But it must not be changed to get our ancestors off the 
hook, which is another way of saying that once everything 
has been reported and recorded in as objective a manner as 
possible. value judgments must be made as well. What is the 
purpose of studying history. if not that we maght learn from 
our mistakes? 
The second assue dwarfs the first and is much tougher to 
resolve: Were we JUStified an killing those hundreds of 
thousands or innocent people? Were lives really saved by 
ending the war in that way. or were the masstve potential 
losses just shified to the Japanese? Can such a thing ever be 
justified? What about the decision to use the one type of 
weapon capable or destroying utterly every specimen of 
every living thing on this planet. 
Even if- if- the atomic bomb was the only way to end 
the war. there are some situations in which there is no right 
decision. In those times, there are only inevitable decisions. 
Decisions that no one would be proud to make. Decisions 
that no one with a soul would want canonil.ed on a postage 
stamp. 
"Atomic bombs hasten war's end." 
If there ever is n World War m. then both sides wi II have 
nuclear weapons. That will hasten the war's end too. 
B~ coltunnist Chris Klimek does not plan to tau his 
frustrotibn with the post ojfic~ out in destructive ways. 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND e Coverage available for periods of 30 to 185 days, 
depending on your needs. 
e Your choice of deductible keeps the plan affordable. 
on February 27.199-t,on Bell Blvd. 
in Ctdat Park Texas 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
DAYTONA BEACH 
e Call today for full information. 
336-3316 
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the foremost tbougbt on E
xams are probably 
tbe collective mind of JMU 
now. and rightfully so. After 
exams. thoughts naturally tum to tbe• 
bomefront, returning to visit with 
friends and loved ones for a month of 
well-earned rest and relaxation. \ r~ 
A month away from the pressures of \ t 
school and work and dating and f i ~ 
whatever else ailes the body and soul. ' \ \ 
Because of we, as college students, live \ 1 , 
in an encapsulated society and, as a result, ~ 
tend to remain slightly ignorant of the events \._ 
SUlTO\lllding our Uv~ abd shaping Ule history of " 
our world, The Breeze offers tbis map and information "' " 
as a reminder of lbe world we ba\te so little time to keep · \ 
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If you don't Stop your fnend from dnving drunk, who Wlll? Do whatever 1t takes. 
Fast, Reliable Serrvice 
Since 1980 · -' 
Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
(J I --------------, 
: Give the gift : 
I I I • that keeps 1 
: on giving - : ! a subscription : 
1 to : 
I .•. I 
Full Sqrvicq Pharmacy fivailabl(l 
: j,J.J~;,e. : 
: Call 568-6127 I 
1 for information : 
Always Goo!l. Always Fresh. -, 
~ Always KrOger. rwrotllva.veFood~~ 
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.. _____________ _ 
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Philanthropy, Wal-Mart style 
For Arletta Clutteur, ;tis 
the season for the Angel 
I =Tree, a seasonal 
:ext_~nsion of her efforts 
to help the Harrisonburg 
community 
by Sherri Eisenberg 
contributing writer 
Arletta Clutteur doesn't just talk about the virtues of love 
and peace- she lives for them. 
"We are all here for a purpose. If you can do something to 
let someone know that you care, then you can make a 
difference. It's a labor of love," Cluueur said, leaning forward 
in her seat and resting her elbows on a sticky Wal-Mart snack 
bar table. 
There is something genuine and spiritual about her soft 
voice and heanfell words that contradicts the plastic blue 
booths and the aroma of frying food. 
The Broadway resident said she feels her job as customer 
relations director for Harrisonburg Wai-Mart is an opportunity 
tO reach out to people. 
" I started working at Wai-Man two and a half years ago 
when my husband had a heart attack and I needed a second 
job," she explained. 
Clutteur was hired as a greeter and was promoted through 
the ranks to the positions of demo coordinator and customer 
service representative. 
'1'he customer relations director position was created for me 
from the wort that I was doing. I haven't bad any training -
it's just a gift that I can talk to people, and I can sell people," 
she said proudly. 
Currently. her main project is selling the Angel Tree. 
The Angel Tree project consists of two artificial Christmas 
trees set up in the store. They're decorated with slips of paper, 
each inscribed with the name, gender and age of a Rockingham 
County child that is, in Cluueur's words, .. economically 
chaDenged." _ 
'1 remember what it was like for me growing 3'p, and I am 
sensitive to the needs of these children," she explained. 
Customers piclc a name.. purchase a present of $20 or less, 
wrap it and place it in a crate by the customer service desk. 
The Angel Tree project relies on communjty support and has 
been substantially aided by the Rockingham County School 
Board, which has provided 365 student names. 
Brenda Robey, a counselor for Lacey Springs School, 
helped to locate and identify some of the children in need. 
"A lot of the kids have single parents or have dealt with 
death in the family or loss of work," she said. "People in the 
community can really make a difference." 
Robey also drew from what she called "the spirit of 
Christmas." 
"I was reflecting on the angels in the Bible and bow many 
times they brought good news," she said. " I believe that for 
many of these kids with some difficult situations this is going 
to be good news. It's going to be real helpful for them, and it's 
going to cheer them up." 
AU of the parents were contacted before their children were 
signed up for the project, Robey said. 
"It helped that I could teU them we were keeping last names 
confidential," she continued. "A lot of these people have a toe 
of pride. and they don't want to accept charity. but they also 
want this Christmas to be special for their children." 
The lcids will receive their presents at a Christmas pany on 
Dec. I 0, the day after the tree is taken down, from 2-4 p.m. The 
pany will be held at the Commercial Traveler's Hall. located 
on U.S. I I in Harrisonburg, Cluueur said. 
She's relying on assistance from others to smooth the way. 
"I've asked all of the stores to make an appearance, and 
there's going to be a lot of food. My husband is dressing up 
MIKE HEFf"NEAiphoto tditor 
At1etta Clutteur (left) alta et the base of Wai-Mart's Angel Tree. At rfght sits Rebecca Chittum, 7, the store's 
reeldent angel. The child Is dressed to represent the 'splrtt of love,' Clutteur said. 
like Santa Claus. I think that it'll be a lot of fun for the 
children," Cluaeur smiled. 
This is the first year that the holiday season at Wal-Man has 
included a pany for the children. 
When men's depanment manager Lynette Foley staned the 
Harrisonburg Wal-Mart Angel Tree two years ago, she ran 
things much differently. 
"We do fund raisers all year long. and I got the idea for this 
one from North Carolina Wai-Mans. I think that the pany is 
drawing the children into it (the holiday spirit) more;" she said. 
Cluueur continued the story. 
" I dres!ed Hke an angel that first year and stood by the tree. 
It was a gmt reflection of love. Lynette was so busy the next 
year that the assistant manager, Sara. and J worked on the 
project. Everyone has been very supportive of me this year." 
she explained. 
Many Wai-Man associates are lending a hand by purchasing 
presents and baking cookies. Cluueur added. 
The tree was set up the day after Thanksgiving. This year 
Rebecca Chiuum, 7, daughter of Wal-Mart pharmacist Wayne 
Chittum Jr., dressed up as the tree's angel. 
Rebecca's cosrume consists of a little white tunic decorated 
with tinsel borrowed from her church. 
"I stood by the t:ree. and people said how pretry I looked, but 
it was pretty boring," she commented. 
Despite the efforts of the Angel Tree faithful, this year's 
effort is lagging somewhat. About I 00 presents have been 
donated so far, a substantial decn:ase from that first year, Foley 
said. 
"The first year was a better success than it is now. We 
collected 500 presents then, and now they're only getting 200-
300. The first year I got the names through the Crisis 
Pregnancy Center. Mercy House and places like that - a broad 
range of people. Now they're getting names just from 
Rockingham County." Foley said. 
''Our tree is a little slow this year," Clutteur frowned , 
echoing Foley's words. "There are a lot of other trees around. 
and local churches and businesses are doing their own thing." 
Still, more than 30 comlliUnity businesses have contributed 
more than $500 to the Angel Tree project. 
None of that money has been devoted to publicity, as the 
project relies instead on public service announcements, 
handmade signs and word of mouth, Clutteur saJd. 
She wished she could place advertisements but felt that it 
would talce away money from the children. she said. 
'The money that businesses have donated has been used LO 
buy presents and food for the pany. If someone gives me $10 
for the children, then every penny is going direcUy to the 
children," Clutteur explained. 
The Angel Tree concept has caught on with other local 
businesses. 
Diane Fertitta, owner of Harrisonburg Kwik-Kopy. said she 
was pleased to participate in the project. 
"We are very involved with the community. Our children 
are in the school system here. and this benefits children from 
those schools." she said. 
Ponderosa Stealc House general manager Clara Shifflett said 
she chose the Angell'ree for Ponderosa's holiday philanthropy 
because she likes the way it is being run. 
"We were made aware of a need within the city schools,'' 
she said. "We put the gift tags on our tree in the restaurant. and t 
we are encouraging customers and employees to participate. 
We are also donating chicken wings to the party," she said. 
Planning the Angel Tree isn't the only way Clutteur uses her 
position to help the community. She also coordinates weekly 
senior citizens' bingo Tuesday mornings in the Wai-Man 
snack bar. 
"Last week we had 65 participants. but usually we only ha•e 
about so:· Cluueur said. 
She Is also planning a senior citizens' Christmas party for 
Tuesday from 7:30-8:30 a.m. entitled the Friendship Hour. 
"This builds good relationships with customers and 
community and friendship," she said. "Our senior citizens have 
contributed much to society, and this is Wal-Man's way of 
saying 'Thank You."' 
Cluueur said she plans to continue organizing the Angel 
Tree, as well as other philanthropic projects. in coming years. 
''We would hope to see future trees. and I have an idea to 
have a Valentine's Day party in February." she said. "It ' s just 
so rewarding to sec those smiling faces. I feel like 1n everythmg 
that I do. I am just on instrument, and I am the one receiving 
the blessings." 
f ! ' 
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Don't Leave for (BOMIO Without It!! 
THIS AD THAT IS!! 
Make Your Arrangements Now for the 
1995-96 School Year 
TilE EARLY 
BIRD GETS 11IIS 
DEAL 
Reserve your group 
unJt of 3,4.S or 6 
people before 
JANUAIIY 1S,199S and 
SAVE~ontbe 
security depoeit. Only 
1/lof the,...... 
depoeiL DON'T MISS 
11m ONE! 
8riat c.Wt lid ..._ 1011 apply. 
NO GIMMICKS 
Just tM OM»t popalar 1looc plans, 
~. a.menJdes and locatJon 
available co JMU students. 
YOU CAN .EXPECf THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING 
COLDWEll BANKER HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE 434 1173 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DMSlON -
1 
Season's -Greetfugs 
from the staff of . 
~!!a CornnoMhJrb One 
---- IWmJ CffflilllWotl 
JMUBranch 
~tlril ~~ 
~~ f~ ·t~ao_ 
~l.MltzL ~ ~row t!;umu,J 
L{t \t(lM.f lk ~\LJ.dJ)J -
CJ./!!t P a-,. ~ ~-~ 
Have a s-;fu" and happYfloiraayseison. 
We look forward to serving you in 1995. 
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P.S. Sedgewick is really quite a 
joUy ol' elf 
He's no longer drinking in spite 
of himself 
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written by Angi~ Krum 
graphics by Kristin Rough 
illustrations by James Hawkins 
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The Library is PACKED! 
Your room is too LOUD! 
Stud1:1 in the 
Campus 
Center, til 2aml 
1 Exam Week 
1 S.dty-We~•sdaY 
I , 
• • • • 
Gifts 
that give twice 
Beautiful and 
useful cffts to 
those you love, a 





SNSOR, make a 
world of 
difference. 
Loti at Lta Dtnltam. 
Killed by a drunh dr1vtr on Good Fnday. March 29,1991, a1 
Colltgc Parll Dnvcand Hwv. 19 North 111 MtridiQII,Miss. 
If you don'lswp your fnend from dnvmg drunk, who wtll? Do whatever It takes. 
I I I 
Harrisonburg Nissan lets 
you trade in you: old card 
on a new NlSSall. 
• 
You don't need to put any money down. 
Or make any payments for 90 days. All 
you need is your student ID. And you 
may be able to put your hands on up to 
60 months' fmancing or 36 month lease. 
•r. ~. cw . Even if you've never had credit before. 
So take a walk over to Harrisonburg 
Nissan, or call 564-1111 for a free ride. And bring along your 
driver's license, and proof of a job after graduation. Not to 
mention your student ID. But hurry. This 
may be the last time you can buy 
a Nissan on your good looks. 
No money down. No payments for 90 days. 




~l Ar~a Call 
33Ent 
1·800· I I 
2275 E. Market St. Harrisonburg 
Harrisonburg, Va. 564-1111 763·7631 Nlssan L..,.... --·----
I lriOilCinJl Jubjtrl to crt•lll or:pr•'IVGI. l1tntU'I4 o Mtpat~blf cml•l 11111 rt~u~rtJ• IIIIvust atd1l may disquoltfy l'm{lllblt 
i iiSUtallo l unwogr ttqu11t1l " '"art ff'1'j>lt ''IL"'Y" tN•I IItf [11tr pri111 A11d IItty alr.-oays Wfil' thnr UJtl btfu.. 
· , ~·u .. • · 
Pamela McCray (right), artistic director of the 
Staunton Civic Dance Company, asststa a 
young dancer during a rehearsal for the 
company'• upcoming performance of the 
'Nutcracker' ballet. 
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Sophomore Daniel Thornton plays the part of 
the prince as he practices dancing In a scene 
with Meredith Velolnes, playing Clara. 
. .. .... 
MIKE HEFFNER/plwto edilor 
Sara GrHnmun, 11 Clara, dMcel with the nutcracker 
during a rehllrNI at Robert E. Lee High School. 
Vancing witli a Star 
InternationaJly renowned dancer joins 'Nutcracker' in Staunton 
by Kara Ogletree 
staff writer 
For 12 yeus the Staunton Civic Dance 
Company has bro\.lght the spirit of lhe holiday 
season alive in StauniOn at Christmas lime. But 
this season's "Nwcrac:ker" baUt!l is lllrrin& up 
more than the usual excitement. 
International guest artist Dmitri Roudnev, 
who will dance the rolo of dle Cavalier for the 
S\.lgar Plum Fairy, is tho cause of aD this added 
incerest in the performance. 
"He's dancins with all these big companies, 
and then he's coming 10 Staunton 10 dan<:e with 
this little company,'' an cxcited Michael Gwin. 
Staunton Civic Dance Company usociate 
dirctor, said 
Director Pamela McCray said, "It's really 
wonderful 10 have a professional of his caliber. 
I never dreamed we would get someone with 
his credentials." 
Staunton is not the only 10wn 10 be graced 
with Roudnev's presence, though. Since his 
arrival here, he said he has been dancina with 
"all kinds of companies all over the counlry. 
"I'm excited 10 be free-lancing and meeting 
so many new people. Traveling is pan of my 
job. Sometimes it' s difficult, but it's good for 
dan<:ers. It's more exciting than staying in the 
same city," he said. 
Although he renuned to Russia in 1992 10 
dance as a guest artist with the Kirov Ballet, he 
now plans to remain in Lhe United States 
pennanenlly. He has been offered a position 
with the American Ballet Thcaue in New York 
City. but has not yet declidcd whether he will 
join the company. 
Rodnev trained with the Bolshoi Ballet in 
Russia and danced as a soloist wi th it for three 
years before corning to the United States in 
1991. 
T hese credentials were what impressed 
Gwin and McCray when they discovered the 
possibility of him dancing with their company. 
According to Gwin. who is also an adjunct 
ballet teacher at JMU, he and McCray began 
searching for a guest artist because of the 
company's shortage of male dancers. 
They spotted an advertisement in DtJIIce 
magazine which showed that Roudnev was 
available the weekend of their performance. 
Gwin sai<l they were startled that Roudnev's 
price for performing was about the same as 
those of other dancers with less credentials. 
"It's quite m experience for studentS to be 
able 10 share the stage with someone like that," 
Owin said. 
"We' re hoping the students don't get too 
pelrified. We want them to take it as a learning 
experience. We hope they'll be motivated by 
seeing a dancer who' a really dedicated," he 
said. 
The S ugar Plum Fairy dancer Courtney 
King, a senior at Turner Ashby High School, 
said dancing with Roudnev will be "nerve 
wracking." 
"We've never had someone or that caliber 
with our company, let alone I've danced with 
them. I 'll be preuy sclf~onscious," she said. 
Sin ce Roudnev will have arrived il'l 
Staunton only three days before the 
performances, King is aJso nervous about 
having so little rehearsal time with him for 
their dances together at the climax or the 
performance in Clara's fantasy dreamland. 
As for Roudnev's status as a recognized 
international dancer, King said, "I'd r&ther not 
think about thaL I'm going 10 1ry to get through 
the performances, then I'll wony about that." 
Other dancers, who will not dance 
individually with Roudnev, are already 
thinking about his extensive professional ballet 
experience. "We're going 10 work a lot harder 
than we usually do because he '11 be here. It will 
add a lot to the technique," said Meredith 
Veloines, a junior at Robert E. Lee High 
School who is dancing as Clara in Sunday's 
performance. 
Some dancers are not only anticipating 
sharing the stage with Roudnev but also say 
they are looking forward to being backstage 
with him. "To be able to work with a 
professional will inspire all of us. You've been 
to the ballet and seen professionals dance, but 
it will be different being in the wings with 
him, .. said Erika Leach, a senior a.L Fort 
Defiance High School who is dancing the roles 
of the Snow Queen and lhe Rose. 
"He's going to light up tile whole stage 
because he dances so well. He gives it all he 
has and expresses himself well," Leach said 
after seeing a videotape of Roudnev dancing. 
"The oudicnce is going to be impressed 
because it's the first time they'll have seen a 
profossionnl in t.he area." she said. ·.~. 
In spite of Roudnev's fame and experience~ 
he is not the only attraction of the "Nutcracker" 
performance. According to McCray, many 
people in the Staunton community come 10 the 
performance each year as a Christmas tradition. 
JMU sophomore Sarah Parr, who is from 
Staunton, uid, "It's entertainment in a small 
town, and it getS me in the spirit of Christmas. 
It sets the mood. 
"To have a professional, someone of that 
much experience, makes it all the more 
exciting. It might make it a little more exotic," 
she s&d. 
McCray summed up her feelings about 
Roudnev 's presence by saying, "The 
performance has a lot of charm. This will be 
the dessert" 
"Nwcracker" perfor1111Jr1Ces are scheduled 
forD~. 10 aJ 8 pJrt. and Dec. I I aJ 2 pJTt. in 
the ®dirorium at Ro~rr E. Lee High School in 
Staumon. General Admission ticuts are $9, 
and ruerved seat ing rickets are $13. To 
reserve tickels call: (703) 885-5682. 
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-<~vo~anteers r~~~jve .'good feeling~' 
Students share time at Op Shop, 
bring spirit of season year round 
by Karen Bitz 
contributing writer 
This lime of year, many JMU students look 
to volunteer work in honor of the holidays. 
But for some, the holidays are no different 
than any other time when it comes to service 
and good will toward men. 
Some students volunteer for several hours a 
~ week a1 the Op Shop, an adult activity center 
which provides training in a work-oriented 
environment for disabled citizens of 
Harrisonburg and Roc:kifl&ham County. 
The volunleen of Op Shop assist the paid 
staff of five employees as they help the 19 
disabled clients who auend the prosnm. 
The clients of the Op Shop produce 
wooden and ceramic crafts to be sold at the 
organiulion 's ......W open house and holiday 
c:rafU sale in November. 
The sale is the hiahli&ht of the p-ogram. 
and the clients work all year toward lheir 
individual ph. 
The volunteets help clients achieve their 
soils-
One votmueer founcl this experience to be 
unique in WI h enabled her to inr.e.rac:t with 
different type1 of people. 
.. Allhough it wu a liulo strange at fn&. it's 
a unique eJtperienc:e to deal with different 
types of people. It's fun to aee their 
pencnalitie.s," junior volunteer Davena Yuille 
said. 
The e.xposure that volunteer worlt has Jiven 
her will help her in the real world, she said. 
Yuille began to volunt.eer at the Op Shop as 
an assignment for Associate Professor of 
special educ ation Reid Linn's Special 
Education 200 class and d~ided to continue 
after the assignment wu complete. 
Sophomore Nikki Robinson also began 
working at the Op Shop as part of a class 
assignment. 
.. It's a nice fc.cling to be wanted u you 
establish a friendship wit.h the people," she 
adding that she hopes to 10 back nCJtt semester. 
The volunteers intenc:t with the employees 
on several levels. They help them make the 
crafts, play with them and find out the ir 
interests. 
Yuille remembers one time when she helped 
a deaf and mute employee with her sign 
lln&uagc. 
'1'he employees have all different levels or 
disabilities so you really have to be OCJtible and 
willina 10 accept anythina." she nid. 
The volunt.eers are ~fUlly appreciated by 
the directors of Op Shop because of a severe 
lact of funds . The center loots to the 
community, JMU and £astern Mennonite 
University for help. JMU student volunteers 
are recruited lhrou&)l the Center for Servic:e-
t..e.ning. 
.. Without the volunr.een, we couldn't do iL 
They are realty the onea nspon~ible for the 
program's SIICICaS," director of Op Shop Tom 
Dove said. 
Volunteers fand the experience of Jivina 
DICA ILEEGI.-.. ,...ropltu 
Kathryn Trlpplett (left). a volunteer at Op Shop. helpa VIolet Loeh with hei' knitting. 
Volunt .. a help cJienta like L.oeh echetve their pta. 
their time extremely worthwhile. The 
direc:lor's enthusiasm ldds 10 the Sllisfaction 
of lhe work junior Stepbmie Pfaff, a former 
voluneeer, said. 
'"The direc:kn are rully appreciative of all 
the help they act. I would encow.,e anyone 
10 aet involved because of tho aooct feelinp it 
brinp." Pfaff said. 
School wort mel a pan-time job caused 
Pfaff 10 stop voJunteerina. but ahe would like 
to ao back wbell her schedule is a bit leu 
hectic. 
For !he 19 disabled ldulu who are able to 
fand a strona serue of independence and 
accompliabmeat lhrou&h the pro1Jun, the 
ct.diclllioa of Dove and his atatr of volunlats 
is vii& 
.. Everyone should do vohuueer work to 
help ad interact with a variety of types of 
people." Yuille said. 
- Op Sllop i.J ,,ported bJ !lllllliltf of tlte 
U11it•d Way 411111/u Co~MUU~ily S•rvic•s 
BotUd M a11 41//ilitJJe oftlu As.wcUaliOtJ of 
RIIIITMtl ClliUIII. 
"Toe-tapping, boot-scooting concert brings 
Christmas to underprivileged _local cllildren 
Augusta County Country Music Opry performs for benefit of Christmas fund 
by Nicole Truxell 
staff writer 
Underprivileged children in the Harrisonburg area will be 
"Shooting For The Stars" this holiday season when they are 
given the opportunity reign freely in the Harrisonburg Kman 
store. 
Appro:~timately 40 children will receive $50 worth of 
clothes, toys and whatever else they want .ts a result of the 
$2.000 raised by tht Augusta County Country Music Opry's 
charity performance at Spotswood High School on Saturday. 
The money raised became part of the Tim Spears Christmas 
Fund Inc. and will be distributed directly to the local children. -
TODD LAPLANTFJ.rMior- pltolofrop/wr 
August• County Country Opry membera WH 
Holocomb(l), Scott Linton •nd Jerry Jackson, reh .. M 
for their charity perform•nce S.turd•y • 
Tim Spe ars , the founder of the Country Opry and the 
Children's Fund, is the man responsible for helping children of 
the Shenandoah Valley. He started this project12 years ago, and 
since then, the opry has performed each Christmas season to 
benefit these c:tlildren. 
While the country music opry usually performs in Augusta 
County onc:e a year, they decided to hold one of two charity 
events in Harrisonburg this year, said Darlene Via, Waynesboro 
resident and traditional country artist who performs in the show 
each year. 
11
These are children that would 
not have had a Christmas." 
Tim Spears 
founder of the Augusta County Country Music Opry 
and the Tim Spears Chrisunas Fund. Inc. 
"I enjoy being a part of it," Darlene Via said. She is just 
one of a variety of performers that include local musicians, 
comedians and cloggers. 
Everyone involved with the production is a volunteer, and all 
of the money raised from admission fees. donations and auctions 
goes into the children's fund. 
Spem said, "Every penny coes to the children. These are 
children that would not have had a Christmas." 
The group tries to reach out to 100 local children each year, 
Spears said. The names of the underprivileged children are 
obtained from the Salvlation Army, local organizations and 
guidance counselors. 
The money raised will be divided equally among u many 
children u possible, he said. 
Within the next few week.s, the children, accompanied by 
their parents, will go on their shoppin& spree before the Kmart 
store opens. Via said they are encouraged to spend the money 
on thenuelves but can buy anything they want. 
With this year's theme. "Shooting For The Stars," the Opry 
performers hoped to encourage the spirit of siv ing. They 
perl'onned on a stage decorated for the Christmas season, and the 
show opened with a prayer for the children and "The Star· 
Spangled Banner." 
The show featured a variety of talents. Some performers, 
including Darlene Via, sang traditional country songs while 
others sang popular favorites by coruernporary country artists. In 
the spirit of the season, Christmas carols were sung including a 
jaz.z arrangement of "Winter W ondertand." 
M1ny of the country attists are well-krown locally, Via said. 
Most have performed with Tim Spears and his friends for years, 
while others are new volunteers. This year's show included 
performances by Southern Legacy Clogers, a clogging team 
from Waynesboro that has also danced at the U.S. Embassy in 
Paris, Juliet Nader. the producer for the noon news broadcast on 
channel 3 WHSV, singing •'Chestnuts Routing On An Open 
Fire," and Z98's radio personalities Sc:ou Lowe and Randy 
Smith u emcees. 
Spears, who has appeared on "Country Today" on lhe 
Nashville Network. sang .. Achy-Breaky Heart" u well as some 
of his own original music:. Another opportunity to see Spears 
perfonn and will Jan. 8 on .. Country Today." 
In lhe future, the group u a whole hopes to perform more 
frequently at larger venues. Via said. Their performances have 
sperked the interest of others outs~ of lbc local area. According 
to emcee Randy Smith, "Good Morning America" and CNN 
have expreued in~ae~t in the country music opry and the Tim 
Spears Christmu Fund Inc. 
Whecher rec:opd.zed nationally or not. the poup wiJJ continue 
to remain committed to this local area. brin,ina the spirit of 
Cbristnw to those aro\md them. 
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Student poets share 
their. ;w.ork at reading 
by Natbaa Becker 
c~wrller 
The Allutor .. In Person" poetry readin& 
wlutonaed • ordinary clu•oom in10 an 
~ aiQlirq wben poeu offered their 
piiriiiall·~·· llldieoceT.-clay. 
~ ---~- bepn in sprina 1992 
-~~.I ...... Jillftry mapz.ine. 'l'lwn 
ftl a.__. far 1 fill event 10 coincide with 
....... aine, 10 1 poetry readin& with music 
.. plaftDed. uid Mnior Robert Kru&, posr1111 
dinciM. Each year, atudenlS submit their 
poetry, Which is !ban judJed by I pm:J. 
Thia year'• prolfl.lll beaan with musical 
a.au aophomore lunea Pinkowski, senior 
Dmd Pomer1n1Z and jwai« Brent Shelby. 
FoDowina the music, master of ceremonies 
iiill A11oc:ias.e Piofeasor of Eaalish Robin 
Mi'.Malle; beam the poea-y po!lion. He tad a 
.-a be had wrineG for hit f.._ Ridaew1y 
McNallie shortly af1er his death. followed by 
.. Faces of Ood" written by Chris Edwards, a 
&icnd. Mc.Nallie wmned up the crowd wilh his 
readings u everyone began to conceiunre on 
the poetry portion of the night's activities. 
Next, l«<lior Meredith WaJtm read "Aslrll 
Bodies" by David Wajohn. She said that Ibis 
poem inspired her to wr1te. She then read rome 
of her own work inducing a series concerning 
rock fishina known u "Night Dock Poems." 
From dais Mriel of three poems. a sample of 
"Line and Rint" reads, ''My uncle's uare 
above the loop/of line he twists and knots. tells 
me: 'IlMn is not school for this." 
"'!owin& up in tho Chesapeake Bay area 
hu realJy affected me. There .re images thai 
mean a lot to me and reoccur in my poe!Jy," 
she said. 
Another retdcr, junior Aubree Galvin. rad 
1 poan that wu in response to a professor's 
comment that her poetry was "clever." In 
.. Mediocrity," she writes, "I want a shady 
childhood/and abusive arandparenuJcome 
from the badt hills of West Vir&inil/and let 1 
few y'alls slip out when I'm drunk." 
McNallie uid of OaJvin, "She has exquisite 
conlrol of lan&uaJe. I like poetry with a strong 
!Wnlive line to iL" 
In addition, jwtior Mark Hijar read a wide 
variety of poems ranaina from one reaarding 
rap muaic to one he wrote from a Native 
AmeTican 'a perspective. Hijar said his 
iJupiraJ.ion comes from the thinJs he sees 
which he lben tnnsla~s into words on a page. 
'1 wu especially slNCk by the sensuousness 
of bis poetry. Both the diction and rhythm 
seem to convey the immedi8C)' of the world," 
McNallie said reaardin& Hijar'a work. 
Hijar explUled his reuons for J)lrl.icipating 
in the poetry readins. "A lot of people write, 
and no one reads it or heats iL Tonight was a 
chance to share what I was do ins." Rijar said. 
A 10ta1 of &ix ttudent artists read their work, 
including junior Erica Bleeg, senior Kevin 
Barents and Krut. One of Krut's pieces was 
"Bethlehem, Pennsylvania." In it he writes, 
'"The slOpS on Ibis road are landmarbJproof or 
our presence. It's as if they exisrlbecause we 
do, that they are there because/we have stood 
in them, that we nave touched/their brick walls 
and aching foundations." 
Senior Ashley May, one of approximately 
100 people who auended the show, described 
the works as, "intense, Tresh, personal, 
intcllisent. I'm surprised college studeniJ are 
this advanced and thoughtful. ll's beautiful." 
~Utttttttt t995 
Wof~, ~lac~, att~ 1Jmag~: 
~Ott~ Ott I 1Jubl t tt 
. 
June 2 - July 28, 1995 
• 8 week program 
• Interdisciplinary Creative Writing 
concentration available 
• "Traditional" Semester in London 
courses also available 
• 9-12 credit hours may be earned 
• Trip to Ireland open to all 
participants 
• All this for around $4,000. 
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Visiting speaker connects ~ 
architecture to fem.ale status 
by Jason Corner 
sraffwriler 
The shapes of buildings became chambers 
Cot discussions of women's roles on Dec. 6 as a 
visitina scholar from the University of Virginia 
explained the c::onnection between architecture 
and female status in both modern and 
noninduslriaJ societies. 
Associate Profeasor of environmental and 
urban plannina Daphne Spain. the UVa . 
associa.te dean for students in the School of 
Architecture, gave a presentation for several 
dozen intent students on "Oendered Spaces and 
Women's Swus." Spain has m:ently published 
a book, Gendued Spocu, on the issue. as well 
as other books including Amuican Wome" in 
TrtUUilion and numerous journal publications. 
"My theory is that the spatial segregation of 
women in the home and other buildings limits 
women's access to knowledge," she said. 
Spain said there were two main components 
to this theory. First, that societies have 
historically 1:0nsidered stereotypical .. male" 
knowledge more important than " female" 
knowled~e, and second, that masculine 
knowledge has generally been I part or the 
"public" realm, and feminine knowledge has 
been 1 patt of the "private" realm. 
" What I'm adding here is the spatial 
perspective," she said. "So I do this by 
analyzing social institutions." She explained 
that she would be examining homes, schools 
and workplaces from two major sources: 
nonindustrial societies that employed folk-
vernacular buildings (buildings built by the 
individuals who used them) and the mass-
produced buildings of industrial America. 
In observing the fll'St of these, she drew the 
conclusion, "The greater the spatial 
segregation, the lower the women's status." 
Spain showed slides of diagrams of homes 
employed by Algerians, Bedouins, MongolillnS 
and Tibetans. 
In the$e societies, it is oommon for a hut or 
building to have a "man's section" and a 
"woman's section," usually divided by a 
blanket or other barrier. The women's section 
typically contained the tools for food 
prepuation. whereas men's sections oontaincd 
things such as guns, saddles and articles of 
worship, panicularly wriaen mau:rials. 
As 1 counter example., Spain showed a 
diagram of a Tuareg tent, which had no gender-
specific area. She explained that in Tuareg 
society, women were literate and involved in 
the passing down of poetry and history, an"' 
that men held a lower status. She said, ''This '1! I 
1 very extreme and a very rare example." 
However, she said it helped demonstrate her 
thoory that female st.atus oould be inferred from 
segrecation in building suucrun:s. 
She then reviewed the ways in which homes 
and workplaces in America have been affected 
by social chan&es involving women's status. 
such as the boom in women attending college 
during the Civil War and the granting of 
women the vote in 1920. 
Spain emphasized that the relationship 
between gendered space and sexual 
stratification is not necessarily one-way, but 
that either can act as a cause or effect for the 
other. Also, she swed that there are several 
different building designs that achieve equity. 
"One of the architectural solutions is where 
people share a common area to brainstorm and 
then have private areas to work." she s!Ud. 
Junior Darcey Harding. who attended the 
speech. said, "One of the things she showed 
was how a current trend is to put women in 
common arus and men in private areas. That 
translates onto the net. ll was very interesting...,_. 
~~m~st~f itt ~Ott~OU 
t995-96 
• Fall Semester: Sept. 1 - Dec. 1, 1995 
• Spring Semester: Jan. 26 - Apr. 26, 
1996 
• 12-15 credit hours may be earned, in 
Art History, English, History, Music, 
Theatre, and Special Topics taught 
by the JMU Faculty Member in 
Residence 
• Weekend excursions to Stratford, 
Bath, and ????? 
• Become part of the 15 year tradition 
For more information call: 
The Office of International Education x6419 
Douglas Kehlenbrink, Director, SIL x6971 
• • • 
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This Holiday . .. Give The Gift Of Relaxation! 
What better gift during or after the hectic holidays than a soothing, 
relaxing massage? It's a gift that ALWAYS fits! 
• 2().Minute Head, Neck and • 30-~ute Massage: $25 
Shoulder M2.ssages: $12 • l·Hour Full-Body: $35 
Reduced prices available for Valley WeUness Cenler members 
Contact: KMH Women's Health Focus Valley Wellnus Cmtflr 
738 S. Main, Harrisonburg 411 Storw Spring Road, Harrisonburg 
434-4641 or 8()().277-1021 434-6224 
432-0280 
774 East Market St. 
Harrison VA 22801 
--------------, ,----------------------.;. __ ;...._;....__._ ______ ____, 
: Subscriptions : 
I I 
I start I 
I I 
: at $30 a year : 
ENOUGH SAID! 
i ;,~,~;,e. i 
: Call 568-6127 : 
1 for Information 1 
~--------------
Prestige Cosmetics 
in new fashion colors 
@ 
*Free lipstick with the 
purchase of automatic pencil 
Coffee for a Quarter 
When you QUrchase any of our new 
low-fat muffins1 strudel or cinnamon raisin rolls oaked fresh daily 
Christmas eift ideas 
under"$10 
Micro Museum An Series pens $3.79 
Plush bears and animals from $3.99 
Christrpas Boxers $8.95 
PLUS ... 
Christmas lights. tinsel, giftwrap, bows, 
boxed cards. candy and gift tins!! 
~~ ~~~ 
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WJLL Chtlsit ever get Cameron? 
FINAL EXAM SPECIAL 
98 Large one 
topping 
.... 
Scherer one of four finalists 
for coaching job at Ohio U. 
Bobcats had worst record in Division I-A for 1994 season 
by Adaa Foldenauer ~ 
stafffti// .: 
'-"~ . . 
A dream of all held coachd~.~ ,collegiate level is -
COidt a I~ A team. JMU head coac~cherer could be clo:!it. 
to rea.Ji.zina.J.hat dream. • 
Scherer is one of four finalists tcw..di: head coachingjQtt~. 
Obio University. He will travel «t'Oio to interview f<f_-cai 
position tonight. Ohio expects to Mo a decision on a.aw 
head coach by Friday. • :. . .. ~ 
.. , really don't know how inte~-am." Sctt~ "I 
don' t know much about their pro~ .am intere~gh 
to 10 and check thinp ooL" ··h-· . , ~=---~~~ 
Sche= f«b ..... ;, ...... he--
the Ohio job. Of the four candi - ~asked 
to ioterv.iew last. The Bobcats. ~ ~im shonly 
aftr:.r be anlerVlews, Scherer S8Jd. r ~~ li.;,. . 
Other finalists are Sout.h CllltJiliasiiawL.40ach John 
Eason, Air Force inside lineb~.i~r!IM-Grobe and 
Ohio State tacklesltigtu ends ooaoa~ 
Ohio is traditionally the doo.,..,_lll}I!PA ~American 
Conference, going 12 straight ~=~g record. 
The Bobcats went without a win !Q ~ fmishlng ().. 
II. Scherer hopes the visit w~ l&l: 'ii.Jb as to the 
school'~ attitude abouf football. ~r-__ l ~ -
"M}< ultimate dtelin is to wfu~iit9to~newhere. 
whe6er it be at JM\1 or the 1-A j{yd; Scherer said. "On 
papel', [qlioJ looks like • step up. h ~Jtico,.·Jituation, 
if you don't ba¥e a chance to win, -~-tiiiiil*-~aft." 
Scherer was first contacted by otMo ~tilt-season and 
refused to discuss the position so as no( to.diewt the Dukes' 
t.ean1 c:helniary. Scherer maintains110 filblletivety seeking a 
move {rom JMU. ~·: • · · 
"'The thing I want everyone to mow is tflat in no way is 
lhiJ a negative reflcctlon on JMU," Scbem said. "Everything 
here n positive. Our program .biUbC f&J1l suppon of Mr. 
Carrier and Mr. Lemish. I've been wry~" 
Athletic Di~c:tor Don Lemfall ..q tffe(ed Scherer an 
extension on his contract. which has twO ·Ye:lfi. left on iL The 
extension was offered to Scherer lllidWay through the '94 
season. aod is not a result of the ObJo inlirview. 
1be contract extension has no bearing. I'm not holding 
anyone's •feet to the fire.' so to speak," Scherer said. 
Scherer is coming off the best season of his four-year 
tenure at JMU. The Dukes went 10..3. losing in the second 
FILE PHOTO 
JMU head football coach Rip Scherer thinks It 11 a 
atrong poaalblllty he will be offered the Ohio U. Job. 
round of the 1-AA playoffs and winning the Lamben Cup, 
which hono"' the best I·AA team in the Eastern region. In his 
four years at JMU. Scherer has compiled a record of 29-19, 
including two trips to the playoffs. 
The Dukes will return a strong team next season and expect 
to ma.lce a rerum to the playoffs. Still, Scherer isn't sure if 
opponunities Like the Ohio job will be there in the future. 
"You don't see many 1-AA coaches being offered head 
coaching jobs at 1-A schools. The trend has moved away from 
that," Scherer said. "The question you have to ask is 'wiU this 
opportunity be there after next season?"' 
Scherer said his farnily will play a key role in his decision. 
as will his players. He said the players don't have anything to 
worry about, as the program is in good hands. 
"We have a very good foundation here, a good program. 
I'm not worried at all about the future of JMU [football)." 
by Amy Keller 
staff writer 
CAA title again. but I also would Like to make 
aNCAAcuL" 
-----
After three consecutive successful sea.~ons, 
both the men's and women's swim teams hope 
to once again dominate the Colonial Athletic 
Association. 
In his second y~r as. head conch, Brooks 
Teal hopes to lead the men's team to its founh 
consecutive CAA title and second straight 
Eastern College Athletic Conference title. With 
returning swimmers seniors Mm Gabriele and 
Gian Pozzolina, as well as sophomore Ryan 
Frost, the team expects to lead the CAA yet 
agam. 
Last year's CAA Rookie of the Year. 
sophomore Ryan Frost. returns this season after 
suffering a shoulder injury last year. "We may 
not have the depth we hod hm year. but we 
definitely have the quality to win again," he 
said. 
The women's team, under head coach Judy 
Wolfe.. looks to win its third straight CAA 
championship this season. 
"The competition will be higher within the 
conference this year." Wolfe said. "There is the 
danger that since we've been so successful we 
might stan to slack off. We're a good team 





Baylor basketball coaches Indicted: A 
federal grand jury has indicted a number of Baylor coaches 
and four junior college officials for mail aDd wire fraud. 
according to The Chronicle of HigMr Education. 
Former men's basketball head coach Darrel Johnson 
and three of his former assjstants are charged with 
conspirin& with junior college officials to commit postal 
and wire fraud to secure the academic eligibility of 
basketball recruits transferring to Baylor in 1993 from two-
year institutions. 
The coaches are accused of helping the athletes cheat in 
correspondence courses given by Southeastern CoUege of 
the Assemblies of God. The indictment states the coaches 
and officials broke the law by faxing and mailing 
fraudulent rests, term papers and transcriptS. 
The coaches were fired as a result of the iodictmenL 
The allegations came as a result of an investigation by the 
local office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Ole Miss challenges penalties: The University 
of Mississippi is challenging what it terms as overly 
extreme sanctions from the NCAA that could affect the 
football program. according to the Washington Post. 
The NCAA placed the Rebels on probation for four 
years on Nov. 17. Ole Miss will have its scholarships 
reduced from 2.5 to 13 in the next two yean. and is barred 
from postseason bowl garnes1n 1995 and 1996. They also 
may not appear on television next season. 
The Rebels were charged with a Jack of institutional 
control over the foolball program. Recruits allegedly were 
offered cash and cars. 
Michlgan-Nike deal questioned: A deal 
between the University of Michipn and Ni.ke Inc. is being 
questioned by the school's governing board, according to 
The Chronicle of Higher Education. 
Nike had agreed to provide Michigan with about $1 
million a year in scholarship money. shoes and unifonns 
for the next seven years. 
In exchange, the school will allow Nike to use t.he 
university's logo in its advenising. 
Michigan's governing board expressed concern that the 
deal had been made without the involvement or knowledge 
of the regents. 
The conLraet was approved by tbe university's Board in 
Control of Intercollegiate Athletics. A review of the 
regents' rules concerning the powers of the athletics board 
and similar panels that oversee other activities on the 
campus has been ordered by Michigan's president. James 
J. Duderstadt. 
Should the team capture its fourth 
conference title, the four seniors. Gabriele, 
Pozzolini, Man Barany and diver Chris Lee 
could become the first class to finish each 
season with a championship. 
"l'his season will be more or a chaUenae for 
us since it's the first time we've ever IQSt a dual 
meet," co-captain Gabriele said. "Even though 
we lost to Amencan already, I don't see any 
team that will beat us in the conference 
c~mpionship." 
With nine total CAA records. five in the 
relays, the team hopes to continue to break 
records both in the relays and in the individual 
eve.rus. 
"We are a team when we walk out on deck," 
senior Becky Andrews said. 
t.UKE HEFFNER!phnrn ~duor 
Senior Mark Gabriele, at practice this week, already has 15 CAA titles to his name. 
1 s;abriele, who holds 15 CAA titles, looks to 
finish his JMU career with a trip to the NCAA 
championships in Maroh. "I wont to win the 
With early losses to Villanova and Clemson, 
the team came back to beat both American and 
LaSalle. "We're not Jettang our early 2-3 record 
discourage us from our ultimate goal of . 
winning the conference again," Wolfe said. 
"We try to stay posirave throughout the 
season. which allows people to do the great 
things that they do," she said. "Our success will 
come from the confidence that comes from 
within the team." 
In her second year as head coach of the 
divers. 1992 JMU graduate Mary Sink added 
freshman Jeni Johnson to her already stronQ 
team of divers including sophomore Amanda 
Kuehl, who tied for third on the one-mett>r 
board in last year's CAA championship. The 
men's team is without its sole diver. Chris Lee. 
this semester. Lee will return next semester 
after compleling his student teaching in 
Virginia Beach. 
·Never a dull moment in JMU football season 
Rude Marshall fans, a surprise rusher and a veritable soap opera provide entertainment 
Because all good things must come to an 
end, final thoughts on the 1994 JMU football 
Dukes: 
• For those who are upset at the Dukes ' 
conservative play-calhng during overtime in 
Saturday's 28-21 loss to Marshall, allow me to 
shed some ltght on the matter. A 
miscommunication on third down resulted in 
Kelvin Jeter's third consecutive run that 
produced a loss of a yard. 
The initial spot given to coach Rip Scherer 
from the JM U coaches in the press box was 
third-and-one, not the correct third-and-three. 
When Scherer finally found out the correct 
distance, he tried to call time out lo change the 
play but couldn't get the players' attention. 
• The lack of respect the Dukes rea:ived from 
the Marshall contingent was almost laughable. 
~ OAe local paper saw every game match-up in 
favor of MU, including quarterback, defensive 
line and wide receiver. Eighteen-point 
underdogs?! Find me a bookie, and quick. 
• Scherer is easily in the upper echelon of 
coaches in I·AA football. Case in point: 
Saturday at Marshall. With five minutes left in 
regulation and the score tied at 21. Scherer 
pulled orr an onsides kick that left the mighty 
Herd stunned and shaking in their cowboy 
boots. Pure genius. 
Advice to JMU fans: enJOY htm while you 
can. I' m not implying anything. but if I was 
Rip, I would enjoy a school that could pull in 
more than 5,000 fans for a bowl. oops, I mean 
playoff game. The best home crowd Scherer 
So you've got your chestnuts roasted and 
the family is all nestJed In their beds with care. 
As you sit down to finish your ChrisLmas "I 
_want" list. just think about all the athletes 
we've enjoyed over the past year and imagine 
what they might whisper to Santa as they sit on 
his lap. 
Lefty Driesell was preparing his Christmas 
wish list when somethmg occurred to him: 
'This isn't right." the beloved JMU coach said. 
.. Year after year. my teams always play well in 
the Convocation Center But when it comes to 
playmg in another arena, we seem to come up 
short. Heck, I don't need another power 
forward or a big man inside bec11use we've got 
a good enough team as it is. Santa. tf you can 
hear me. just give my boys the confidence to 
play well for away games." And sure enough, 
the talented Dukes stopped losing on the road 
to teams like American. who is normally a 
pushover in the Electric Zoo. 
Former heavyweight champion Riddick 
ANGELA TERRYistn/or artist 
saw all year was each other, 
Saturday night Scherer with 
at the Convo, Sports c a w I e y • s 
where he jersey in hand. 
received an Commentary Then. in the 
apology for Jack pos&game press 
of support in the conference, as 
form of a _Adam Foldenauer a heartbroken 
s t a n d i n g Cawley buried 
ovation. --------------------• his head In his • Speaking of fans, the aforementioned hands, Scherer leaned over and hugged him. 
Marshall crowd can compete with any group of I've found an Emmy-winner. 
prison inmates in the categories of vulgarity • Would someone please inform me as to how 
and annoyance. Sideline members of the JMU William & Mary QB Shawn Knight beat out 
media and team were reportedly hit with all Cawley for second-team All-Yankee 
sorts of debris and other verbal niceties Conference? Cawley totaled more yards both 
throughout the afternoon. on the ground and in the air, yet he was 
On the way to the locker room after the delegated to third team. Cawley also accounted 
game, Cawley got into a shouting match with a for more touchdowns than Knight and won the 
group of Herd rowdies who apparently weren't head-to-bead meeciQa when JMU beal W&M . 
satisfied to simply sneak away with a win. In a Thankfully,~ was served in the Dudley 
sincere gesture of West VirJinian hospitality. ballotina. wbidt hOnors the best roocball player 
the JMU team bus was mooned while leaving 10 Virgjnia. Cawley finished second, Knight 
the stadium. At least they d1dn't beat up our third. Virginia defensive end Mike Frederick 
Duke Dog (see VMI). took the trophy. 
• Stay tuned to campus cable for a new soap • If you missed the 71-yard Cawley-to-Macey· 
opera starring Scherer and quanerback Mike Brooks bomb la.te in Saturday's second quarter, 
Cawley. The two are made for daytime TV. To buy the video. The 6-foot-4 Brooks has two 
describe their volatile relationship as "love- more years to improve his work ethic and game 
hate" would be an understatement for the NFL scouts. He has that kind of big 
The Marshall game perfectly outlines their game, big play mentality lh8l the pros hke, that 
ups and downs. After a Cawley pass was is, if the basebaU draft doesn't snatch him up 
picked off and returned for a touchdown, the first . Gary Clark .•. David McLeod ... Macey 
coach and his pupil could be seen jawing at Brooks ... ' nuff said. 
Bowe sat down r-;~;::;:----------------~ occurred to him. 
to write his "What am I 
wishes to Santa Sports doing to college 
and said, basketball? I get 
uwhat was I Commentary too worked up 
thinking? I had over this stuff, 
no reason for most of my 
hitrtng Larry -Mike Wissot street lingo 
Donald at our 1 .;~:;:::;:~;;:.--------------..1 comes from the p r e s s • guys I interview, 
conference. Fighting should be inside the ring, and TV viewers can hardly tolerate me." So 
not out on the streets or anywhere else . Dicky-V brought his act to the World 
Besides, what kind of message am I sendJOg to Wreslling Federation where it could be better 
the youth of America?" So he threw out his list. appreciated. 
gave all his money to charity and joined the Milwaukee Brewers owner Bud Selig had 
YMCA. finally gotten fed up with this !"iserable 
. While lying on his cardboard bed at the baseball strike. " I sure miss bdeball ," he 
Birmingham Barons' minor league facilities, sighed. "Walt Whitman was right when he 
Michael Jordan started to wonder what else he said, '(Baseball is] our game, the American 
could ask for this Christmas. He suddenly game. It will restore our hopes and be a 
thought, "Minor league baseball, is this really blessing to us.' I've got to do something about 
for me? After all, I used to be the greateSI in this nightmare. The players hate my guts, and 
basketball. Now, I'm just the average Joe I' m not making any money without them." So 
malcing a dime per day in the farm sy11em. J'm he 'called an emergency meeting and settled 
not even that good of a ball player anyway. My this nonsense, reviving America's pastime. 
swing is noc. compact. my fielding talents might Indiana Hoosiers head coach Bobby Knight 
be better appreciated by the Ringlin& Brothers, changed his original Christmas lis& of wiMing 
and I can't chew tobacco well. On top of all another Big Ten and NCAA title. He 
that, whenever I stick my tongue out before announced. "I'll admit, I was wrong. I have no 
sliding, I always get dirt in my mouth - it's business throwing chairs or head-buuing 
just not the same as basketball." So, the two- players. 1 definilely should noc have kicked my 
time Olympian rejoined the NBA and promised own son's shins during a game last year. 
to lead the Bulls to another championship. Maybe I j ust need to communicate more 
With a 2-1 I record in his first year on board. effectively with these fine young men." So 
Washington Redskins head coach Norv Turner Knight brought his team to a family counselor 
was truly looking forward to the holidays, and tried to sort out their problems. 
considering the horrendous play of his team The Penn State Nittany Lions stopped 
thus far. But then, he said, "Wait a minute. talking about all they're going to do in 
This really isn't so bad. I mean, sure, we've Southern California before playing their Rose 
had a rough season and don't really know what Bowl opponent, the Oregon Ducks. "Look," 
to do if and when we get into the end zone. running back Ki -Jana Carter said to his 
Yeah, maybe we need to decide who is going teammates. uWho cares if we're a 17-point 
to be our No. I quarterback. But these 'Skins favorite next month? We shouldn't be 
fans 11re fairly patient and forgiving. It's not concerned about whether we're better than 
like they want me to put together a playoff Nebraska. Let's leave the voting up to the 
team overnight." So he ca lled a press Associated Press. We've got to prepare for the 
conference and announced that this season has 'Quack Attack,' not Donald Ducic at 
gone just the way he planned. Disneyland." So Joe Paterno • s squad canceled 
Announcer Dick Vitale was busy making its visits to the Hollywood spectacles and 
his wish list for the Sweet 16 before something decided to take the Pac-10 champ~> seriously. 
• If you told me at the beginning of the season 
that JMl) ~ouJd bay~ a 1,000-yard rusher, I 
would have bet tny n~ llpinltf'it. Inc luding 
postseason play, Kelvin Jeter ran for 1,116 
yards in 11 games in what has to be the biggest 
surprise of the season. 
• Granted, the overtime loss to Nonheastem 
wu devastating to JMU supporters. But from a 
neut.raJ perspective, it gives an example of what 
sports should be abow. 
A true David vs. Goliath match-up, the 2-10 
Huskies won the game 9-6 oe a 47-yard fieiJ 
goal by a walk-on freshman. The guy still h~ 
peach fuzz. You couldn't ge{ any lTl()l'e poetic. 
Plus, It provided Scherer with fodder for a 
line that wins quote of the year. "If you keep 
playing Russian Roulette. you·~ evcntuaUy 
gonna hit the bullet." 
• Though I'm still agonizing over "what could 
have been," I guess it's time for neJtt season's 
out.look. JMU returns every major player in the 
offensive anack, so scorina should happen in 
bunches. Tight end Ed Perry continues to 
improve. as does Jeter, Cawley and Brooks. 
Wide receiver Jay Jones showed improved 
hands in the secoOd half of the stason. 
Graduating seniors Dwight Robinson, Clint 
DuM and Tyrone Washington will leave holes 
in the defense, but improved depth will fill the 
voids nicely. Look for another run at the 
Yankee Conference tille by a team that could 
even be better than this year's. We' ll have to 
wait and see if Scherer will be back to guide 
them. 
Dennis Rodman was deciding which 
companies he wants to sponsor his "bad boy" 
image when it dawned on him. "Is this what I 
really want? I'm making all these commercials 
that talk about how I lead the league in 
personal fouls, ejections and that I have a 
blatant disregard for the rules. That's not what 
basketball is all about." So, the San Antonio 
forward new to England and returned as a 
civilized human being . 
University of Virginia men's soccer coach 
Bruce Arena was begging Santa Claus for a 
founh-straight NCAA championship when he 
suddenly said, "Ya know. this isn't right. I 
know we beat James Madison fair and square 
in the tournament But I've been running and 
hiding from playing them on their field long 
enough. Besides, the JMU faRS are pleasant 
and well-mannered at home games anyway. 
We have nothing to be scared of." So after the 
Cavaliers' season ended, Arena called Tom 
Martin and insisted on playing a special non-
conference game at X-lot Fteld and allowed the 
loving fans to conduct business as usual. 
Darryl Strawberry l8l in his mansion resting 
up for the holidays. He thought to himself. 
"This has got to _,P - my excuses. I mean, 
they never end. When I was in New York I 
complained there was too much pressure. In 
Los Anaeles I insisted it was too laid-back. 
Now I'm in San Francisco, and I' ve got a 
chance to redeem myself. This lime I'm aoing 
to make the most of it." So the Giants 
outfielder began training for tbe upcoming 
season and became the best motivational 
speaker of the '90s. 
After refusinato re-sign with tbe Atlanta 
FalcotU, Deioo Sanden already received one of 
his Christmas wishes, being on the Super 
Bowl-bound San Francisco 49ers. The 
outspoken defensive back was busy listing 
more than I 00 more wishes, when finally he 
admitted, "Hey. I've already gone to the World 
Series, I've lived an illustrious life, and thus 
far, it's been a real hoot. I had no business 
whining about not playing on a championship 
team. Maybe winning a Super Bowl isn't really 
aU that it's cut out to be . .. Naah!" 
So he took his letter and sent it Federal 
Express to the North Pole. 
• 
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A bHtEr CHOICE ' 
D 
On-Campus Contact: 
Josh @ 568-7177 
lan @ 432-911 5 
Eric @ 568-7196 
Eric@ 434-47 16 
Cancun from $359 
Jamaica from $399 
Florida from $129 
!Iii 
1 (0 1'1 .-.-• • lhllal. ,.,., 1416S> 
1011 .... 1 «10 6 •• 14119 __ ,,.. ___ .11<_ ...... _ 11< 
-loiJ .............. - .... -.s.o __ _ _,... __ _ 
Buy any bagged snack 
$1.49 or greater value 
and the dip's on us! 
Shenandoah's Pride ~ 
8 oz. Chip Dip 
12 pack 12 oz. cans 
AU varieties 
~ 
Open weeknights until 
midnight 
Close Friday Dec. 16th Sp.m. 
Have a sale and happy hoU<laYI 
break 
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Last week ... ............... 
CraJg l.andJs 
asst. spons editor 
)-6.0 
Season t0ta I .......... 8646-o 
Wmning percentage ... .652 
Chicago at Gfteo Bay Green Bay 
Minnesota at Bu.fl'aJo Buffalo 
pb{Jacldpbia at PiUsborgb Philadelphia 
CJndnoati at N.Y. Giants N.Y. Gianrs 
Indianapolis at New Englaod New England 
San F.raori9co at Sao Diego San Francisco 
Demer at LA. Raiders LA. Raiders 
Seattle at aouscon Houston 
Washington at Arizona Arizona 
New Orleans at Atlanta Atlanta 
With the end of college football's regular season, the NFL dominates this week's picks. 
And with Christmas just around the comer, few teams are more in need of goodwill than 
Washington's own Redslcins. So open up your wallets and give generously to America's 
neediest football team. Here's some gift ideas: 
Electric football. Forget Sega or Nintendo, this old favorite will finally provide a way for 
Heath, Gus and John to decide who should lead the team 10 the Super Bowl in '96. 
A New Stadium. Forget Alexandria or Maryland. move the 'Skins ro Denver and watch 
the team's only all-star. Reggie Roby, punt to the moon. (Plus they'd get at least three or 
four wins in the AFC.) 
Ho.ndwanners. Whether it be lsotoners or some cozy mittens, the winter cold will be oh 
M.Ou:WJ55ot 
sports writer Saoaa 
8-3-0 Bringer of cheer~-
79-53-0 goodwill 
598 
Chicago Olago ChiqigO . = -------Buffalo Minnesota Buffillo • .. . ---' 
Pittsburgh Pittsburgh Pittsbwih t 
• I 
, l 
N.Y. Gianrs Cincinnati N.Y. Gi.atlts N.Y. GiaJ!ts' • I 
New England NewEnglang New England New~8 
• 
San Fr.mcisco Sail Pmnc:i.SOO 
LA Raiders LA Raiders 
Houston Houston 
Arizona Washington Arizona 
Atlanta Allanta Atlanta 
so much worse as the losses mount up. (Be sure to drop off an extra pair for Reggie Brooks.) 
Big screen television. Unfortunately the Skins have already been eliminated 
mathematically from postseason play. so what better way to bring the team together than by 
watching real teams play football . (If this sounds too pricey, ask No.5 to spot you half.) 
Soloflex. So maybe lhe Gravity Edge feels like real weight training. but Norv Turner 
needs something his whole team can use. Watch Frank Wycheck get really big now. 
Jimmy Johnson. Don't let his ego get in the way of his ability. Tliis guy can coach. And 
besides, anyone who puts football before his family is bound to win more than two games. 
A scouting repon. In this season of uncertainty for Washington, witl\ its woeful record, 
one thing is sure. But remember, Heisman Trophy winners aren't always the best No. 1 picks. 
SPORTS 
HIGHLIGHTS 
.\IE:\'S n .\~1\ETB. \1 . 1 . 
Liberty upsets JMU 
The Flames of Libeny College topped JMU 
86-80 m a non-conference game in Lynchburg. 
Liberty's 6-foot-10 center Peter Aluma burned 
JMU for 26 points and 6-foot-9 Jason Daxon 
tallied 18 points and 14 rebounds to help the 
Flames over the 1-2 Dukes. 
valuable defensive player. Senior midfielder 
David Villarreal received the Michael J. Frye 
Memorial Award, for the senior who best 
epitomizes the personal charactreristics of 
former JMU soccer player Michael I. Frye. 
Senior forward Louis Rowe led JMU with 27 
points and live rebounds before fouling out . 
Senior Kent Culuko scored 20 points off 5-for-
16 shooting in a losing cause. 
JMU plays Morgan State in Harrisonburg 
tonight at 7:30. 
Freshman Jenna Morgan won the epee 
competition at the National Intercollegiate 
Women's Fencing Association Christmas 
Invitational, held Dec. 4 at Vassar College in 
Pouphkeepsie. NY. 
Morgan won 13 of 15 bouts at the 
tournament to finish first among 24 
competi tors. In the foil competition. 
sophomore Su2.anne Lewandowski placed 16th 
and sophomore Heather Robertson fi nashed 
20lh among 35 competitors. 
Senior forward Brent Bennett was named to 
the l994 First Team All South Atlantic team. 
Junior midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen aho 
gamea first team honors. 
At the JMU men's soccer team awards. 
senior forward Mark Mathewson and 
Kankkunen shared the Dukes' most valuable 
offensive player awar.d. Senior defender 
Groham Perkovich was named the team's most 
I 
HE( ' HEPOHT 
Exam week RC schedule 
Friday, Dec. 9 
Wellm!so; Center 12-6 p.m. 
Pool 12-1 p.m. 
Open Rec 12-6 p.m. 
•I 
Saturday & Sunday, Dec. 10 & 11 
Regular hours 
Monday-Wednesday, Dec.12-14 
Wellness Center 12-9 p.m. 
Open Rec 3-9 p.m. 
Pool 12-1 p.m. & 7-8:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Dtc. IS 
Wellness Center 12-6 p.m. 
Open Rcc 3-6 p.m. 
Pool 12-1 p.m. 
Friday, Dec. 16 
Closed 
Exam week aerobic schccluk 
Friday, Dec. 9 
12:30 Step 
4:30 Fatbumer 
Saturday &Sunday, Dec. tO & 11 










Thursday, Dec. I S 
12:30 Step 
\ 
TO HIS DISMAY, TARZAN 
DIScoVERED WAT HE HADG~BBED 
A BVNGfE CoRD INSTEAD Of A VINE. 
No Excuses\ Colin Bond 
Night Ufe\Marlo Nozzarella 
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Coli ... IUtlot~ a'•Ualwerelty 
ptece - 3 or 4-BR until. Apple 
~ e... Inc (703)433-8574 · 
M ... ~mata needed - For 
spflng MfMit~ BR, Hunter's 
Rllfge. Cll432 • AM for 8111. 
Or8oe k - 112 blook from JMU. 
One BA, 'M.'Ig room, ... ~ klt:hen 
witt~• appliances, AC, laund ry 
facilities. l'tl\lete par1dng, Wllk to 
cla11, $340/mo 6 mo. 9 mo. or 
OOJ·year laaae. Available Jan.1 
1196. fB74'fl*'288·11722. ' 
For .. t ""'ai townhouae - For 
rent. June 1. 1995 to May 31 
11196 $1,100/mo. 1188-6346 ' 
Roommate heeded - Spring 
aemeater. Cloae to campua 
~Aile, 574-o400. ' 
,.._. ... loWntlouae - I 1R. 2 
!E_ bdla, ......,.. June 1, 1995-
-Y 31, 11186. 433-15111, Jaen 
HuiMn roo- needad - For 
eacond ..,.,...., 402 E. EIDbeth 
St. 8 BR, 2 bdl. c:hllp. Wll thare 
house wllh live cha rming and 
WOftcly genii. Cal433-0435. 
Fe•••• roommate needed -
Spring, Olda Mill, cheap. Call 
Shell, 433-2818 
One IR avalleble In 2-aR 
towntlouae - Call Chtlllophefa 
434-2t00. ' 
Room for rent - Alhby Crosalna 
Available spring sameater. Cali 
564-0665. 
Upatalra - Big 3·BR apt. 5 min. 
wdl to JMU. lnc:ludee halt, water, 
Pf!vate Plrtdna. no pets. Available 
ASAP.~1. 
Room for ..- - Cloeeal houle to 
campua, $22!1m0. 564-1765 
HunW'a Ridge - 4 BR. 2 beth 
condo, top floor. Privately 
managed, new pain!, welr-
malntalned. 1 O·rno. lease, $205 
Cal Chit&, 564-1211. 
Foreet Hilla townhouaea -
Accepting appllcatlona lor next 
yeer, 5 BA, 2 112 blthl. -433-0796 
Sulllel In ,... townhouae - For 
Ja~May. Located In Squire 
.._ ;;J two cunenlly rantinll. ao 
~ ~ AIIW'Ig $1101mo .• 
Cal434~.!'1:. negotiable. 
F11111le roommate needed -
=~~·BR townhouse. 
Townhouae - 3 afl. Fal oes:'86. 
Fumlshed . Unlveralty Court. 
Ptlva .. deel<. 432-8993 
TWo roommataa needed - ThN 
May. Houn next to Pun:ell Park. 
Latge rooma, fumlehad, WID, 1M1t1 
Wlloome, ready 12/26. 433-6450 
~ety MHtng roomma• 
aplfna semeater to live In huge 
beauotut houM wtltl lbl othara. 
Plloe negotiellte. Cal 43MI71. 
Room for r.m - Hunter'a Ridge 
townhouse, furnished. January-
Me)' Of June. Relt negotiable. Cd 
CMa. 584-o908. 
Room for ,..t - Only $1101Mo. 
~ to ce~ Cell Mau at 433-
0ne BR - 112 block from JMU. 
S320/lno. 564-2635, ASAP. 
One or 2-IR apt. - Dutchmlll 
Court, quiet, nice. Water/traah 
Included. 2 sizes available, $32.5· 
$375. 434·2100 
MR duplex In Roeedele - 1 112 
baltll, quiet. good oondltion. WID 
ow lnelucl«<. $510/mo. 434·2100 ' 
ftOOift for ntnt - Grad ltudenta 
only. Large house, $200 p lus 





Leave .......... a time 
you can be ruched. 
FOR SALE 
"om•brewlng lllta - Hops, 
grains, extracts, literature, 
equipment. Cal 432~99. 
~~,:=--~~~ 
IPOf1S. Dukes Sporttcardl, 1427 
s. Main St. Phone o433-0UKE. 
Give • unique & creMtve gift -
With meditative qualities lhat can 
relieve stren. Zan Gardena are 
available tor Of'ly $14 Of 2 tor $241 
Coraet Karl at 564·1331. 
TWo 12" 11TX...,. - Two 6 1/2' 
truck boxes, like new, price 
negotiable. Makes great X·mas 
preeanl. Cal Brencllan, x4313. 
Selling '14 Trek 830 -
Mountaln~lke , only 4 mo. old, 
loefudlng lock & lights lor $600. 
ca• Floflan, 432·1899. 
Fumltura - Couch, lazyBoy 
daatc, drauers, coffee tables, tile: 
Cheap, l'nUit go. 432-2333 
:s~ ~~.: t :1 ~ ' H 1\ ~ " •. i Jill . '(b.)!'J r J.J : 
CLASSIFIEDS~-T-HE_B_R_~_zE_T_h.p_rsd ... ay_. o_ec~ . .,s.;.-s:l<l.;..94__.~, 
HELP WANTED 
$1100 WMidr poutble melting 
our clrcularsl For Info can 
(202)298-4HI35. 
Don't get a Job M.t eummer -
Oe! a bualness; earn $8,000 to 
$10,000. Call (800)380-4848 to be 
yourownbOM 
Weltr11111 ....-ct 11 Jeaa'- 22 
S. Mliln Sl AI lhil1a are avaiteble 
(I.e. 11 :30-2, 8-2, 5-9, etc.)t 
CtulM ahlpa now hlrtng - Eam 
up to $2,000+/mo. woilclng on 
c ruise shlpa or land--tour 
companies. World travel (Hawaii 
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc .) : 
Saaaonal & full· tlme emplOyment 
available . No experience 
necessary. For more Info call 
(206)634..()488, xC53253. 
REE 
Now ..... iippllcelloM for 
ldtctlen, C8llalerla .. bel "'" for 
lid lodge at -..nutlen. Free 
aldlnt. fOOd moner. fOOd tun. 
Pldl up ..,......,., ... 
F..-.ya~ 
2lf.I7M 
Male or female atudent - For 
dllld care In Hantlortlurg. 9-year· 
old boy & 12-year-old ~ Monday-
Fr1day, 3:30-5:30 p.m. Must have 
car. Cal433-2271 after 3:30 p.m. 
Part-time cuatorner aarvlce 
rwprel8rUIIYaa !Of January-March. 
Eam Mlary + commissions. Call 
434·5150 or tend resume to 
Pruelentlal Funkhouser & 
=.-7rs~R=:rc~ 
~=~burg, VA 22801. Attn: 
Now hiring! Domino' s Plual 
Need money lor thole Christmas 
billa? A exlble hours, part·tlme & 
fun,time wanted. 
Falrtu. VA 
Hldrory Hams le hiring full-tJtM 
......,., poaHione to begin 
Dec:. 15-31. Coumar ...... 
food 1"P avelabla. IUCIIhr. ,_....,.....,...,. 
~, YA:aoa1 
(701)11 .. 7 ...... 
lervara for dining room 1 
banquete - Apply In parson 
rt..11'8day & Fr1day, 2 to 4 p.m. The 
Dlffarenl Drummer RuUiurant In 
the Remade Inn, 1 Pleasant Valley 
Rd ' HarrisonbUrg. 
Needed - .... wllh auto to keep 
my daughter afte r school; light 
cOoldng. 433-2042 
SERVICES 
Typlet - Accuree., rauonable, 
computer/typew rh!'L_r~ah Jobs. 
434-<t1147, Ofptlglr, DOIKm4 . 
Word procu alng services -
Term papetS, reports & resumes 
done professionally & with a last 
tumeiOUtld. Cal879-9106. 
PAST AND PRESENT 
NOW OPEN 
IMide South Main Street 
PtlarmhouM. ttarrt.onbure-
Preaendng pegen, coltectlblee, 
unlquaa & andquea. 
I a.m.-10 p.m., Mon.-sat. 
10 a.m..t p.m., Sundllp 
Mane Anractlon Hair o..tgna -
University's olosest ulon, 111 nnlng 
special thru Jan. 20. 10 visits S24 
S4 Individual. Haircuts. sa with 10: 
Closed Mondays, 433-2212. 
HOllCE 
For more Information end 
111'-tance ~lng the 
In-ligation of fl1111nclng 
buelnea oppoftunltlee & 
wortc..e.ftoma opf!OttUnltl-. 
com.ct the a.tw Bualneaa 
Buraeu Inc., at (703) 342-3465. 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring break! Early slg n·up 
IP8Cialll Bahamas party cruise, 6 
days, $279! lncludel12 mealS & 6 
parties! Canc:un & Jamaica, $439 
with air from BWII (800)678-8386 • 
Spring break early apaclalal 
Ptnama City, oceanvlew room with 
kitchen & free bus to bars. $1291 
Daytona, kitchens, $1591 Cocoa 
Beach, $1591 Key West $2291 
(800)678-6386 ' 
Travel free! Earn caahl Organize 
15 students lor spring break to 
Cancun, Nassau, Jamalcal Call 
(800)4-SUN-80UNO. 
Oreeka/CtubeiAthlatle:a - Get the 
service that you deserve! Reserve 
your spring vacation to South 
Padre Island todayl Group 
diScountS for six or morel 
(800)838-8203 
Attention Spring Breakaral 
Book now & aavel 
~. Cencun-$3tt, 
Bahamae-$311, Deytone-$141, 
Panema Clty-mt. Orpnla 
groupe, a.m cath. trevel freel 
Endleaa Sumnw Tours! 
(100)2.M-7007 • 
WANTED 
Feftlala roommate needed - For 
spring semester In University 
Towers. Extremely close to 
campus. Furnished, low-cost 
utilities, low rent . Call Terri or 
Melinda, 574-0061. 
2-3 roommates - June '94·May 
'115. FOf88t Hills. Please can ASAP. 
433-3091. ' 
JMU WOMEN'S LACROSSE -
Seeks athletes Interested In 
competing at the Division 1 181181. 
Ooalkeeper neededl No 
experience necessary. Contact 
Head Coach Jennifer Ulehla 
113618. ' 
Mountain b lkea - 13-20•. Call 
Stephlrie, 433-&458 
PERSONALS 
Time to •tan up - M8y Seaelonl 
France~~tsiYJ ean IC6069/434-3790 
Tha 1tH Houllng Guldet Will be 
available at the Canter lor Oil· 
Campus Living starting the first 
wee!< In December. For all the up-
Io-date Info on living the life off· 
campus, Including everything you 
wanted to know about an the 
~xaa In the area, oome clOwn 
to the first floor or Taylor Hall to 
pick up a copy. 
Wela Lutherans 
WeWantYoul 
Anyone lmer.ted In forming a w• Gtoup tor 8lbta atucty & 
8unclay Wcnhlp, ,..... C8ll 
Ann Olfw81'1 Huelle ......... 
-......-~.,_ 
Loving, WIN-eclucae.cl, MCure 
couple wlah to adopt Infant We 
want to give your child a loving 
home & l)r1ght future. Cal Karen & 
Ed COllect. (804~. 
SEASONAL COffEHOUSEI 
Dac.tth 
.. 10 p.m., FREEl 
Center for Off.campua U vlng, 
Taylor Hall 
Vartoue MusiQII Guaatal 
Sponaored by PCII 
Adoption - loving, childless 
couple wishing to adopt an Infant. 
Call Bill & Shannon collect 
(703)323·5062. ' 
Congratulatlona to the 
Alpha Sigma Pledge Cla11 
of Datta Sigma PI on their 



















Remember, II does not end 
wtth pledging! 
Are you looking for the "peffec:t• 
Christmas gilt? ·A Perfect Tan· 
has you In mind. Now open, ·A 
Perfect Tan· hHec:tl taming salon 
Gilt certificates available with 







Did you foae a camera on the 
Party Una bus to Melrose or a beg 
of beer because that's one or the 
things we found. Cell434· 4155. 
Stre11ed about GRE'a? Take a 
lest drive before the real thing. 
x7471 or 434·7880. Last chance to 
register! 
PI Sigma Epel lon 
congretulatM 
our gnlduatlng brothet's -1T 
Jody Craybea, Tammy Kellef, 




Punkin ' - You told me you still 
love me. We were meant to be 
together. Don't let the years we 
&p8nt together be wasted. I love 
you aJwrays. s. 
A NTION 
ZOO CAGE MEMBERSIII 
Rernembel , you haY'8 to be at the 
game 15 minutes before game 
time. The oolleetlon of attendance 
tlck8ts wll end approximately 10 
minutes before game lima. 
WhiM I Cheese Party - Dee. 13, 
9:30·11 :30, Taylor ~all Lobby. 
Free food , free table games, free 
massages. Let go of y~ur stress! 
SponsOred by Natural Highs 
Congratulations to the 
newly Initiated Brothers 


















Laat chance to reglater for the 
practice GAEl can x7~71 or 434-
7880 before Dec. 91 
o us all a favor, 
RECYCLE 
this Breeze. 
The Breeze is looking for someone to 
show us what to do. We need an editor in chief for the 
1995-'96 school year. Applications are due by 5 p.m., Jan. 20 
1995. They should include a resume, cover letter and six to 
eight clips of previous work. No previous 
Breeze experience is neccessary. 
Call 568-6127 for more information. 
I· 
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Final Exams! ,... 
r----------------
,, Medium Pizzas 
(up t o 3 ~oppings) 
iiel 4 FREE ~rinks FAST, FREE DELIVERY 
,, Large Pizzas 
( up to 3 ~oppings) 
iiel 8 FREE Drinks 
06 
plus tax 
11 a.m.- 1 a.m. Sun.- Thurs. 
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fri. - Sat. 
433-0606 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
-~~~~~~~r~~------------~-----------
Medium 1 topping 
and 2 FREE Drinks 
• 
Medium 2 or 3 topping 
and 2 FREE Drinks 
Large 1 topping 
and 4 FREE Drinks 
90 
• Tb.ln oc Pan ftrfea c.n.c Thin or Pan FUfiect Cnlst Th1o or Pao Perfect Crwc TbJa or IWl Jla'fl:d en.t No Coupon Neaaeaty No Coupon Necasary No Coupon Nece1ury No Coupoa Necaury • -----------------------------L----------------------------
Mr. Gatti's sends out a special congratulations to ALL of ]MU's fall Sports 
Teams on a season! 
